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Background
The original 1992 Guidebook was prefaced:
“This Guidebook is based on the belief that new
development in the region is both necessary and
desirable to maintain and improve the quality of
life of the people who live here and of those in
future generations. Citizens of the Bay area are
very cognizant of the unique beauty of the region,
the high quality of its environment, its diverse
natural resources, and superior recreational
opportunities.
If new development does not
occur in a way which complements, if not
enhances, the natural environment, then the
quality of life for future generations will suffer.
The guidelines in this book are premised on the
belief that new development can be compatible
with the environment, but that compatibility will
only occur with wise stewardship of our land and
water resources. Wise stewardship requires edu
cation, broad understanding, and consensus on
appropriate regulation of land use activities.”
This revised edition of the Guidebook whole
heartedly supports the mission of the original
document and lauds the great strides that have
been made toward a more sustainable pattern of
growth and development in our region over the
Page iii

past eight years. Environmental protection and
improvement should always be at the forefront of
any development strategy. Responsible develop
ment of our surrounding natural and rural lands
involves protecting environmental features and
resources.
An element that was missing in the original
Guidebook is the aspect of urban planning. This
edition of the Guidebook encourages the protec
tion and improvement of established and evolv
ing urban centers: hamlets, villages, towns, and
neighborhoods. These are strong local commu
nities with a sense of pride for our region.
Residents of such urban centers can promote
and demand responsible new and remedial
development efforts close to home. In planning
development, urban centers must evaluate and
consider historical and cultural values, utilities
and urban services in addition to the visual and
architectural features of the built environment
on a specified parcel of land. Local participation
promotes high-quality development of hamlets,
villages, and towns. Communication and coop
eration between various communities is also an
essential component of planning.

GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

The original Guidebook project grew out of a
request by the Grand Traverse County Board of
Commissioners to identify a range of guidelines
and associated regulations that could be promot
ed for use by local townships, cities, and villages
within Grand Traverse County as a way to better
manage the rapid growth in the County while
maintaining its natural resources. As the con
cept evolved, additional units of government
expressed an interest in participating. This was
strongly encouraged by Rotary Charities of
Traverse City. The result was a project with
broad scope and input by a wide range of inter
est groups. The Development Guidebook was
targeted to all jurisdictions in the Grand Traverse
Bay Region, including Grand Traverse, Leelanau,
Benzie, Antrim, and Kalkaska Counties. This
target area and the spirit of cooperation between
all jurisdictions within it has not changed in this
revised Guidebook edition.
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The first edition of the Guidebook was published
with a companion volume of sample regulations
compiled with the assistance of the Planning &
Zoning Center, Inc. of Lansing. This companion
document is not re-issued. It is still available as
a valuable tool for communities attempting to
upgrade their existing ordinances. The involve
ment of professional community planners and
attorneys is advised to insure the proper integra
tion of these tools into existing regulations.
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Guidebook Purpose

The Grand Traverse Bay Region is rich in natural resources and
beauty. The clean water, dense woods, sandy beaches, towering
dunes, rolling hills, and green open spaces are an important part of
daily life for area residents and visitors. For many, these cherished
resources are a major reason for living or vacationing in the area.

This Guidebook’s purpose is to demonstrate how development
can occur while protecting natural resources; and in addition,
how thoughtful, quality design can improve our rural, suburban,
and urban environments.
In this sense, the Guidebook takes both a preventive and proactive
approach to assist in the design and development efforts taking place
in our region. Its techniques are applicable to both new development
and to remedial, redevelopment projects.

GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
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Guidebook Goals
•

Protect the natural and rural landscape

• Promote preservation and improvement of
historical and cultural resources

character of our region

•

•

Demonstrate how development can com

•

Encourage the preservation and enhance

plement the natural landscape, farmland,

ment of hamlets, villages, and neighbor

and scenic views

hoods

Provide better alternatives to convention

•

design principles

al development practices

• Reduce visual pollution

Promote more effective communication of

•

Encourage interjurisdictional and regional
cooperation and the adoption of design
principles by local governments

•

Encourage good design beyond legal
restrictions and minimum standards
•

Illustrate examples of good developments
in our region

•

Promote the renovation of existing sub
standard sites to reduce their negative
impacts

GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
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Types of Development Environments
Responsible decision-making about proposed future land devel
opment

is predicated upon a clear understanding of existing

landscape patterns, both natural and built.

Three types of

development environments can be identified: rural, suburban,
and urban.

By outlining the typical characteristics of each of

these environments, decisions about new development, remedi
al development, and preservation of existing development can be

Rural image

substantiated. It is not suggested that actual rural, suburban,
or urban development environments will conform to the ideal
models illustrated here. Rather, a clear understanding of these
three types is useful in answering such community-centered
questions as:

• How did we come to be the physical community that we

Suburban image

are today?

•

What model o f development do we most closely resem
ble now?

•

How should we best develop and grow in order to be
the kind o f place we aspire to be in the future?
Urban image
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Living communities are not static. They are evolving.
They may be growing or shrinking in size.

Their

boundaries may be expanding or contracting, while the
density of development within these boundaries may
be increasing or decreasing.

The condition of growth

and development within established and controlled
physical boundaries generally results in the evolution
of a more dense urban fabric within which might be
identified

multiple

districts

and

neighborhoods.

Growth and development on the fringes of existing
urban centers results in the suburban condition.
Suburban development has historically occurred in the
outskirts of larger metropolitan areas, but has recent
ly become an increasing factor even in our least-populated counties, townships, and villages, as rural land is
divided into large lots along major automobile routes.
The result of the latter condition of growth and devel
opment is felt most acutely in the loss of rural lands.

In the following pages the characteristics of rural, sub
urban, and urban development environments are
described.
GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
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Physical Boundaries

Historical Context

Physical Context

Quality of Life issues matter
and define how we live
Social Interaction
C om m erce/Trade
A rts
C ulture
C om m unication

Industry/Technology

E m ploym ent

Services

A m enities

R ecreation
Education
Shopping
E ntertainm ent
Religion
Transportation G overnm ent
C ivic groups Politics O rganizations
C leanliness
Safety.............

Public Spaces

Social Heirarchy

Vibrant Urban Center

Higher Density in core

intangibles

Residential Diversity

W elcom ing im age
Friendliness
C om m unity Pride
Idenity
Goodwill
Excitem ent
Spirituality.......

Physical Place Matters
and defines where we live

Infrastructure

Natural Features

Transportation Network
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URBAN ENVIRONMENT TYPES
Urban centers are areas of the highest density development. They are centers of government, commerce, and
culture. Urban environments come in different sizes, ranging from cross-road hamlets to villages, towns and
city composed of multiple neighborhoods. In the following pages the characteristics of city, village, hamlet,
and traditional neighborhood developments are described.

Urban scene

Urban environment
Urban development
GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
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URBAN ENVIRONMENT: CITY DEVELOPMENT
A city is a large, concentrated community with mixed land uses. It provides extensive employment and shop
ping opportunities for its residents and the surrounding suburban and rural communities. Within a mix of
land uses and a variety of institutional and commercial services, the core of the city consists of a central busi
ness district where commercial development is concentrated. Like the smaller village, consistent building set
backs help to define streets, parks, and squares as important public open spaces. Cities have their own
municipal governments as well as branch offices for state and federal governmental services. They provide
their own municipal services such as sewer, water, street maintenance, fire-fighting, and police protection.

g f CHARACTERISTICS

City scene

LOCAL EXAMPLES
Traverse City
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.Mixed land uses within a zoned masterplan
.Streets, boulevards, alleys, and pathways
. Composed of multiple neighborhoods
. Offices and apartments above commercial uses
.Amenities for working and living
.Interconnecting sidewalks
.Narrow lot widths with alleys
. Street trees and landscaping
. Central business district at the core
. Surrounding rural and suburban areas
.Compact street network
.Colleges and universities
.Civic institutions
.Parks and other public open spaces
. Commercial and industrial development
. Cultural institutions and amenities
. Historic buildings and sites
Maximum of public infrastructure and services
.Services for adjacent villages and hamlets
.Government offices
.Wide variety of building sizes
GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

Traverse City: downtown and surrounding neighborhoods
(photo courtesy Photair, Inc.)
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URBAN ENVIRONMENT: VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT
A village is a mid-sized small community with mixed land uses in a compact form. It provides basic employ
ment and shopping services to its residents and the surrounding rural community. Within a mix of land uses
and a variety of institutional and commercial services, the core of the village community may also include a
defined public space or a significant crossroads surrounded by civic structures. Like the hamlet, consistent
building setbacks help to define streets, parks, and squares as important public open spaces. Villages are often
incorporated, having a separate form of government, and they frequently provide their own municipal services
such as sewer, water, street maintenance, and police protection.

Village scene

LOCAL EXAMPLES
Suttons Bay
Elk Rapids
Central Lake
Leland
Kalkaska
Buckley
Fife Lake
Empire
Lake Ann
Kingsley
Village schematic
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M ancelona

.Mixed land uses
.Narrow, walkable streets/pathways
.Village and township administration
.Offices and apartments above shops
.Amenities for working and living
. Interconnecting sidewalks
. Narrow lot widths with alleys
. Street trees and landscaping
.Fences, walls, and screens
.Surrounding, rural open space
.Compact street network
. Clear limits of development
.Highways provide interconnection
.Multiple public open spaces
. Civic and commercial buildings near the center
. Industry provides jobs for the community
. Historic buildings and sites
.Public infrastructure and services
. Services for adjacent agricultural lands
.Multiple neighborhoods
. Small and medium-sized buildings
GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

Leland
(photo courtesy Photair, Inc.)
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,

Lake Leelanau
(photo courtesy Photair Inc.)
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URBAN ENVIRONMENT: TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOODS
A traditional neighborhood is a form of community development situated within a larger regional center like a
village or a city. An individual neighborhood can share many of the characteristics of the hamlet or village each contains an appropriately scaled core of neighborhood-related services. Unlike a hamlet or village, how
ever, each neighborhood is in close physical proximity to another neighborhood, and all neighborhoods relate
to a larger, common core. Neighborhoods are typically contained within a 1/4 mile walking distance from a
core which may contain some mixed-use buildings, housing, and offices located above shops. A range of hous
ing types and densities exists, with the highest net density located near the center of the neighborhood.

CHARACTERISTICS

Neighborhood scene

LOCAL EXAMPLES
Central neighborhood
Boardman neighborhood
Slabtown neighborhood
Leland neighborhoods

Neighborhood schematic
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.Mixed land uses
.Narrow, walkable streets/pathways
.Interconnection with other neighborhoods
.Urban setting
. Clear neighborhood boundaries
.Interconnecting sidewalks
.Narrow lot widths with alleys
.Street trees and landscaping
.Fences, walls, and screens
. Often bounded by major streets
.Compact street network
.Emphasis on pedestrian circulation
.Neighborhood parks
. Often bounded by public open space
.Historic neighborhood districts
. Commercial and residential uses combined
. Historic buildings
.Availability of public infrastructure
. Serviced by adjacent downtowns
.Availability of public services
.Mix of building sizes
GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

Slabtown neighborhood, Traverse City
(photo courtesy Photair, Inc.)
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RURAL ENVIRONMENT
Rural environments are the least developed land areas. They are dominated by elements of the natural land
scape: woodlands, water bodies, and natural topographic features. Site and building development tends to
occur at isolated points in the landscape, separated by distances measured in miles. The most prevalent devel
opments in our rural landscape, are agricultural in nature. They consist of farmstead settlements composed
of houses, barns, orchards, fields, and fences. Preservation of the area’s remaining farmlands, woods, and
other undeveloped areas is a major concern for many Northern Michigan residents.

CHARACTERISTICS

A rural scene

LOCAL EXAMPLES
State parks
Scenic turnouts
Area Family Farms
Area Orchards
Sleeping Bear
Jordan River Valley
Area vineyards
Boardman River Valley

Rural development
Page 16

Sand Lakes Quiet Area
Conservation Property
Conservation Easements

.Primarily unbuilt, natural landscape
.Agricultural development
.Narrow roads, walkable streets/pathways
.Limited access
.Few driveways
.Historical significance of early settlements
.Bams & farmhouses
.Natural topography
.Natural lakes, rivers, & streams
.Woodlands
.Large distances between developments
. Scenic views of the natural landscape
.Fields, fences & orchards
.Rural schools & churches
.Reminders of the logging era
.Planting, growing, & harvesting seasons
.Building development in small clusters
. State or federal protected lands
.Land division in large acreage
.Open spaces and long vistas

GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

Rural environment
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SUBURBAN ENVIRONMENT
Suburban environments are areas of low-to-medium-density development that exist on the outskirts of an
urban center. They tend to be dependent on the nearby urban center for services such as sewer, water, and
electric power, and are frequently found along major highways connecting urban centers. Because suburban
developments tend to replace formerly rural lands, good suburban developments emphasize the placement of
buildings in higher-density clusters with useable open spaces preserved between them.

CHARACTERISTICS

A suburban scene.

LOCAL EXAMPLES
Garfield Township
M-72 near Traverse City
Base of Old Mission
Peninsula
Orchard Heights
Silver Lake Area

.Reliance on the automobile
.Adjacent to an urban center
.Large-scale retail developments
.Automobile dealerships
.Residential subdivisions
.Gasoline stations & convenience stores
.Trucking & highway services
.Building development in large clusters, generally
with separate uses
.Airports
. Community recreation facilities
. Car pool & mass transit parking areas
.Preserved greenways, natural zones
. Single-family homes, large lots
.Linear development along highways
.Mall and strip development
.Deep setbacks and large, open parking lots
. Office parks, industrial parks

East Bay Township

Suburban development
Page 18
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Suburban environment
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LAND USE PATTERNS FOR FUTURE GROWTH
’’None of us really owns the land we occupy during our brief span, we are stewards;
entrusted with the care and management of the land. It is expected that we will turn it
over to subsequent generations in as good, if not better, condition as when it was under
our responsibility.”
-Frank Purvis

(photo: John Russell)
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What Makes a Desirable Region?
What are the things to strive for as we develop:
A Sense of Place:

-Northwest Lower Peninsula Michigan landscape:
-gently rolling, hilly, glacial terrain
-small towns, villages, and hamlets which have grown from
a history of lumbering, farming, tourism, and water
transportation
-community identity

A viable Economy:

-Good climate for business and quality jobs
-Solid tax base
-Good public education

Ample recreational opportunities:

-Publicly accessible open land, water, and related facilities

Diversity of Housing:

-Affordable housing for all people at all income levels

Convenient Services:

-Retail uses in close proximity to residential uses
-Efficient and reliable infrastructure and services
-Short response time for emergency services

Mobility:

-Pedestrian scale, user-friendly streetscapes
-Trail systems
-Variety of affordable transportation options
-Well-designed, constructed, and maintained thoroughfare system

Public Safety:

-Community design facilitating safer living environments

Natural and Ecological Integrity:

-Clean air and water
-Preservation of sensitive land areas and biodiversity
-Preservation of viewsheds and prime farmland

Good Urban Design:

-Excellence in site and building design

Page 22
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(photo: Christina Bowles)

(photo: John Russell)

(photo: John Russell)

(photo: Meegan Reid)
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Challenges to Desired Growth
Growth and development in the Grand Traverse Region of northwestern Michigan's lower
peninsula has reached a state where it may adversely impact the quality of life and environ
mental assets sought by its residents. The challenges arise from two factors: where we choose
to live and the way in which we develop. Growth and development is inevitable. The objective
is to have growth and development that is desirable. There are some challenges coupled with
current trends that interfere with achieving desired growth. These include:
□

Governmental regulations which discourage innovative forms of development

□

State enabling acts which limit the regulatory powers of local government

□

Lack of coordination betwen jurisdictions, boards and agencies which can cause
inefficiencies in public investment, incompatible land uses and conflicts

□

Strong conventional attitudes or NIMBYism ( Not in my back yard) resistance

□

Strong demand for large homes, oversized lots, vast shopping centers and high speed
roads

□

A depressed agricultural economy, while real estate values of land are escalating

□

Appreciable upward growth in population across the area with dramatic in
creases in number of elderly persons, yet with a decline in household sizes

□

Page 24

Continuing improvements in transportation and telecommunication which allow more
people to live and work in rural regions

GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

With increasing demand for large residential property parcels,land subdivision maps begin to
become “grayed” with lot split lines that fan out over lands previously used for agricultural
purposes.
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The Challenge of “where”
With the exception of the urbanization and suburbanization of the Traverse City area, and some development
associated with the area's small towns and villages over the last three to four decades, development has
become dispersed throughout much of the region in areas that were previously forested or farmed, often on
large rural lots required by local zoning and encouraged by the State's Land Division Act.. The result is a
regional residential and commercial sprawl.
Sprawl defined: Sprawl is low-density development which consumes open space and farmland at a rate which
exceeds the growth consumption rate of our traditional compact communities.

Most of the concerns regarding sprawl focus on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

level of consumption of open land for low density development;
significant loss of prime farm land;
loss of open space available to the public;
loss of rural landscape character;
diminished sense of community and connection;
increased cost for community services and infrastructure;
increased congestion on streets and roadways, and
degradation of the environment and loss of biodiversity.

Based on these parameters, a specific community can test themselves on each of these points, such as: Is
rural landscape character preserved? This test and the answers to the questions may be used to identify the
issues which must be addressed to minimize the continued impact of future development. The answers to some
of these questions are relatively clear. For others, the answers are not clear and would take considerable time
and work to truly impartially assess. Such an undertaking would be highly desirable, producing a communi
ty report card.

Page 26
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The Challenge of “way”
The Historical Pattern or Grid
The manner in which land is divided to create ownership parcels greatly impacts the way development has
been occurring. The rectilinear division of land into ownership parcels dates back to the Northwest Ordinance
of 1789. This pattern is reflected throughout much of the United States in small villages to large cities.
Sprawl began to appear in this country following the Second World War, due to rapid metropolitan growth dur
ing the prosperous postwar period. Since little community planning preceded this, a vast expansion of the
suburban fringes occurred heavily influenced by federal and state highway construction programs, a national
prosperity fostering extensive automobile ownership, and the FHA ( Federal Housing Administration) and VA
( Veterans Affairs) housing programs. Other factors impacting sprawl were changes in agricultural econom
ics, the rise in second home ownership, the change in population characteristics ( aging of Americans), and
changing technology. Current land division patterns are under the control of the Subdivision Control Act. The
act outlines the basic procedures for land division but does not control the density or character of develop
ment.

The Subdivision Control Act
The Subdivision Control Act, PA of 1967 established a simple but highly destructive way to continue sprawl.
PA 288 permitted the creation of an unlimited number of 10 acre parcels without going through the formal
review and approval requirements of the Subdivision Control Act. It also allowed up to four divisions of under
10 acres in size from parent parcel to be created each 10 years without platting. Act 288 of 1967, also known
as the "Plat Act" was revised by Act 59 of 1992, and further amended by Act 591 in 1996, in response to com
plaints about the divisions being made. A typical subdivision follows the subdivision control part of the orig
inal Act. Other divisions of land, e.g.. Metes and bounds parcels and site condominiums are now regulated by
Act 591.

GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
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The important aspects of Act 591 include:
1. Parcels created greater than forty acres are exempt from the Act as long as the parcel is accessible.
( Accessible means that the access meets state or county road standards, or is served by an
easement to an existing street that meets state and county road standards.)
2. A parent parcel is a parcel in existence at the effective date of this Act (3/3/97).
3. The Act sets forth some fifteen situations where land division does not require a subdivision, most
dealing with parcels greater than ten acres, and where sixty percent of the parcel is left intact.
4. A municipality has forty-five days to approve or disapprove a proposed land division. The Act sets
forth the following requirements for property division:
□
□
□
□
□
□

Page 28

legal description
width to depth of not more than 1:4
meets local zoning requirements
accessible
easements to utilities
meets local health department requirements (if one acre or less)

GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

What can we do to Achieve a Desirable Region?
Given the past historical patterns, the land division act, and the current trends, what can we
do? The real challenge will be designing and implementing smart growth practices which
accommodate the desires and demands of those who choose to live and visit the region while
at the same time minimizing and/or mitigating the negative impacts that may be the result of
such accommodation. How to find the correct density, the right mix of private and public
space, compromising to find the best balance that is appropriate with the environment and
what the land can actually hold will be the task.
Some smart growth practices to consider are:
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

encouraging development in existing city, village and township centers;
utilizing the existing infrastructure of developed areas to its designed capacity prior
to expansion into undeveloped areas;
protecting prime agricultural and forest land from degradation and fragmentation;
preserving useable open space by conservation development of rural lands;
preserving the rural landscape character of the region;
recognizing how architecture, building placement, and landscaping result in physical
definition of streets and public spaces;
coordinating connectivity of roadways, pedestrian trails and wildlife corridors;
and minimizing pollution by promoting energy and resource conservation and
improved agricultural and forest management practices.

Both the public and private sectors can work toward providing
opportunities and choices for both urban or rural living by working
with the necessary planning programs and tools to create patterns of
growth that allow economic sustainability while preserving the nat
ural features that draw people here.
GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
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The Opportunities
Compact Development Strategies
Compact development strategies apply to the creation of compact centers in both existing and emerging areas.
It relates to 'where' and 'how'. In emerging areas, new development is located next to older ones to avoid frag
mentation of farmland, habitat and open spaces, or the new development is created in a village pattern In
existing built up areas, infill additions can be done so that new development fits or complements older tradi
tional neighborhoods. Additional single or multi infill housing may be built or retrofitted around offices and
shops, that are probably already served by efficient utility systems. All uses could be integrated and accessi
ble by pedestrians or bicycles. Part of the 'how' relates to the emphasis of an increase in density. Increased
densities spread infrastructure costs.
Conceptual Plan for Mapleton
Village in Peninsula Township
was designed by a combination of
volunteers, planning commission
members and professional land
scape and site designers. This
plan would incorporate an estab
lished settled corner and the pos
sible transfer of development
rights from other portions of the
township. Development is to be
concentrated in one sector while
preserving another area from
development pressure.

(Site plan graphic: R. Clark &
Associates, Inc.)
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East Bav Township, on the outskirts of Traverse
City, began with a settled comer (Three Mile and
Hammond Roads, in an area that is earmarked
for growth in the county master plan) and is
working on a plan to make a village center or
compact development. Some of the basic fea
tures of a village design are a variety of
dwellings with high and medium density single
and multi-residential types, retail commercial
and offices, an industrial area, prominent sites
for civic buildings, including township offices
and schools and recreational facilities, a network
of pedestrian trails and inter-connective road
ways, and set-aside open space or parkland. The
integration of diverse uses encourages a more
walkable neighborhood.

Chartwell Village, located immediately east of
the proposed village expansion of the three MileHammond Corner, is a project that exhibits com
pact, clustered development with mixed uses,
and recreational facilities. It also conserves a
high degree of open space, about 65%. To
increase the density of the planned commercial
and residential square footage, the buildings will
be more than one story. Design standards have
been made to ensure uniformity in building
materials, styles, landscaping and pedestrian
interconnections. Other features such as shared
parking, mixture of residential types, homes
close to the street, sidewalks, porches, attached
garages and bike lanes all help to create more of
a village feel.

Lakewood Commons Condominium Subdivision.
proposed for an 18 acre site within the village of
Fife Lake, includes design characteristics that
maximize social character using compact devel
opment techniques. Sidewalks, trees along road
way, narrow roads, alleys, underground utilities,
variety of lot sizes, front porches, building archi
tectural design standards, all contrast with typi
cal suburban developments with larger lots and
deeper setbacks. The village commissioners,
trustees and planning and Zoning officials are
working with the developer to allow the flexibili
ty to create this traditional village pattern. For
the good of the community, the developers are
donating land for a new library building that
serves to mark the entrance.

Part of the new master plan in the Village of
Empire is an overhaul of the M-22 corridor to
incorporate it into the growth pattern of the
Village. An extension of the grid pattern of
streets, alleys and pedestrian linkages will
extend neighborhoods on both sides of the high
way. Another strategy to accommodate growth
while retaining the village's character and scale
is to ensure a discernible edge where the built
environment ends and the natural or agricultural
landscape begins. Two parcels of undeveloped
land within the village will be purchased to insu
late the spread of development and keep it con
fined to the large vacant parcels closer to the
village core. The preserved lands contain wet
lands and other outstanding natural features.
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Conservation Planning
Conservation Planning is a method of designing developments and ultimately, communities through manag
ing economic activity in ways that preserve, to the greatest extent possible, sensitive natural systems.
Conservation development is an environmentally-sensitive development approach. Land development rules
are modified to become more flexible and efficient and the land dictates the pattern, not the rules. The end
result is innovative design, economic vitality, environmental integrity and creative partnerships. It is a strat
egy that produces useable open space as a marketable entity.
While working within the comprehensive plans of the governmental entity, the design priorities center around
consideration of:
□

Environmental and natural resources

□

Farmland components

□

Social/cultural resources

□

Historic/archeological preservation

□

Aesthetic features

Some of the primary and secondary conservation planning determinants are soils, prime agricultural land,
hydrology, water features, vegetation, woodland/wildlife habitat and corridors, current land use, topography,
historical landmarks, and views from without and within the property. The land’s natural features will be the
guide for decision-making rather than the usual geometric land division formulas. Once the pattern is deter
mined the implementation can begin. The implementation process follows a logical formula established by
nationally-acclaimed conservation planner, Randall Arendt:
□

Set aside property for preservation

□

Arrange home sites on remaining, buildable property

□

Lay out road and trail network

□

Place or determine lot lines

□

Establish deed restrictions for common property
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Economic implications can be maximized and environmental consequences minimized by the creation of what
might be labeled 'Natural Subdivisions.' The desired end result is that most lots look out toward trees or open
space. Most conventional developments provide what can only be described as"left over" space as the open
space component. Prices for lots in natural subdivisions increase because people perceive these views as
invaluable assets. Open space preservation in developments is very sellable in the real estate market. The
element of shared common space, the importance of habitat preservation, and the smaller, more manageable
lot sizes (that seem like estate-size parcels because of the shared common space) are desirable qualities. The
saved common space can be placed permanently into a conservation easement that is set in the deed restric
tions and can be owned and managed by a homeowner's association, retained by the original land owner or
held within a land trust or conservancy. A conservation easement is a legal agreement made between a
landowner and an entity like a conservancy that restricts the development of a piece of the land. It allows the
land to be privately owned and used for purposes that are consistent with the conservation values of the prop
erty. The transaction is between willing buyers and willing sellers, or between an organization and a willing
donor. There is no regulatory involvement, no governmental mandates and no political pressure. Granting
conservation easements for open space may also provide tax and other financial benefits. Detailed information
is available at no cost through local land conservancies.

Picture this...
The development of a farm in prime residential growth area can follow one of two paths.
Using conventional suburban zoning ordinances, every part could become subdivided,
destroying any potential for future agriculture and possibly ruining the scenic views

or...
As illustrated in the following examples, the end result could be called ’’development
without a difference” (meaning the development is there but it is not as obvious).
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David Hanawalt, local architect and land plan
ner, worked with the owners of a large family
farm in Leelanau Township of Leelanau County
to split some of the land into compact home
sites, while preserving much of the farm under
conservation agreements. An additional bonus
was that one of the original purchasers of a sin
gle lot bought a combination of adjoining lots
acting as a conservation buyer with the intent of
having only one dwelling instead of the several
that would have been allowed by right, even
under the conservation development. The site,
known as the Cook Property, was a 186 acre
farm between Northport and Leland off of M-22.
The great combination of a conservation-minded
land owner, an untested conservation district
ordinance, and grants from Rotary Charities to
do conservation land planning helped make this
such a successful project. The conventional
zoning would have permitted 1 dwelling unit per
10 acre zoning. A compromise of the new zon
ing which drops down to 2 acres with 8 acres
going to the parent parcel, allowed some smaller
and some larger parcels. 52 acres was sold at
cost to the Leelanau Land Conservancy and the
balance of set-aside open space was placed in
ownership with the residents' association. All
buyers were required to buy into the covenant,
being active participants in the stewardship and
maintenance of the larger property area.
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Cherry Ridge in Whitewater Township is a pro
ject that could have evolved into a series of
splits. Instead, it became a plan that clustered
the building sites along the roadside while pre
serving, in perpetuity, the major balance
(approximately 70%) as open space. This was
arranged through the projects broker, Realtor
Jim Christians, the willing property
owner/developer and the Grand Traverse
Regional Land Conservancy. With cooperation
from Whitewater Township, the easement provi
sions were integrated into the site plan. The
revised plan pleased the developer by saving the
beauty of the land while realizing the same rate
of return on the investment.
Woodwinds, a unique subdivision developed by
Comstock Development Company, describes its
association as a planned neighborhood in a nat
ural corridor. Distinctive stucco and wood
homes designed to fit and meld into the scenery
are centrally located in a wooded area in south
ern Leelanau County, accessed by one looping,
narrow roadway off of Cherry Bend Road. The
clustered home sites are surrounded by natural
woodlands, meadows, orchards, and Cedar Creek.
These amenities are accessible by interconnect
ing footpaths throughout. The association ser
vices include wildlife habitat management.
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Sample Tools for Saving
Property from Sprawl:
□

Conservancy purchases,
donations, easements

□

property or deed restriction
covenants

□

Conservation buyers

□

State and federal programs

□

Parkland acquisition

□

Purchase or transfer of
development rights

□

Successful agriculture

The Cook property conservation development plan:

□

Agri-tourism

1) provides high-value view lots from 2-15 acres with perma
nently protected viewsheds over open space to Lake Michigan,

□

Master plans with incentives and
disincentives

□

Local zoning and planning
programs

2) conserves valuable agricultural land, wildlife habitat, open
space and “world class” public views to Lake Michigan,
3) provides a model for rural-residential development designed
to preserve the character of Leelanau County.

(Site plan graphic: David T. Hanawalt, AIA Architecture &
Land Planning)
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Ways in Which the Public Sector Can Provide These Opportunities
The Master Planning Process
The way small municipalities manage growth is based in three major documents: the Master Plan, Zoning
Ordinance, and Land Division Ordinance. These three principle documents are used by local jurisdictions to
scrutinize and regulate land divisions and development. The historical and current practices of land division
have been covered. The Zoning Ordinance is covered under the section to follow. Ideally, when the Master
Plan process is completed by the local entity, an additional step would be to become involved with a regional
plan to establish growth patterns and to begin fostering more multi-jurisdictional communication and coop
eration.

Master Plans
Municipalities have differing housing, economical and environmental goals. The authority to determine land
use strategies is vested in the local government and begins at the local level with a long-term comprehensive
plan. The statutory authority for comprehensive community planning rests with the local planning commis
sion. The planning commission adopts a master plan document that includes: information and analysis
regarding the existing land use conditions, the community vision, goals, objectives, and strategies, and a
future land use plan. Some of the elements of the plan are: housing, transportation, commercial, public facil
ities, and industrial uses and the density at which these are presently and at what density they are desired in
the future. The following are methods to create or improve master plans:

Futuring
Futuring is reviewing and analyzing the current land use patterns and projecting future land
use based on allowed zoning and market forces. Futuring may result in a written document as
well as maps and other graphic images to show a "what if' build-out scenario.

Visioning
In the visioning process, community residents review futuring predictions and brainstorm about
their community's long-range future. Visioning results in a community vision statement.

Master Plan Development and Updating
Comprehensive master plans should be developed and updated on a regular basis to make
changes to effect the desired vision. The basis for goals and objectives of a community action
plan should be grounded in the shared vision.
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Regional Cooperation
Individual communities willing to protect their assets, prepare for the future by going through the master
planning process and the implementation with the zoning ordinance. But no community exists in a vacuum
and what goes on in a community may affect much beyond its borders. For instance, local plans often fail to
consider the role a single major development project can play in the overall growth and transportation pattern
of a region. Or an extension of a village into an adjoining district might be better served through a mutual
agreement for contract annexation and subsequent tax revenue sharing of some sort. There are a number of
regional issues that could be discussed between a village and a township they are in; or adjoining townships
within the same county; or between adjoining townships from different counties; or as an entire area within a
given watershed or bay area. Some of the issues that would benefit from a regional approach are: conservation
and land use planning, transportation and infrastructure considerations, recreational and cultural facilities
and other large-scale capital improvements and cooperative efforts for protection of water and air quality.

Conservation Planning
B eginning with the local m aster plan n ing process, plan n ing officials and m em bers of a
com m unity need to map p recisely where they w ill encourage growth, where they w ill
restrain it and how they w ill use the land. The same type o f vision in g audit could be done
to iden tify on a county-w ide or w atershed basis, the ecological resou rces that need to be
preserved and protected as determ ined by a regional needs assessm ent. Land fragm en ta
tion can be com bated by ad join in g ju risd ictio n s agreein g to establish the carrying cap ac
ity of the land and blen ding the goals of individu al com m unity m aster plans to reflect this
determ ination. Open space, settlem ent patterns, agricu ltu ral and tim ber d istricts, buffer
zones, green ways and w ild life corridors can then be mapped. Maps o f poten tial con serva
tion areas in corporated into com prehensive plans could be d irectly linked with updated
zoning and subdivision ordinances that require developers to take con servation planning
seriously. If adjacent areas can cooperate, a defined regional netw ork o f linked open lands
and green ways could be id en tified and preserved. These in tercon n ected open spaces could
p oten tially be interw oven into a regional con servation network. (B eginning again on the
local level, open space com m unity zoning, P.U .D .s and using techniques of restrictin g land
by deed, tran sfer of developm ent rights and purchase o f developm ent rights are some
ways to achieve this end.).
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Transportation and Infrastructure Planning
It is im perative to con sider in frastru ctu re on a region al basis, such as transportation,
sewer, w ater, telecom m u n ication s and other u tilities. Com m unity services and am enities,
in clu din g police, fire, education, recreation al and cultu ral facilities, and lib rary services,
also b en efit from region al cooperation. It would be wise to encourage a practical tran s
portation netw ork that works in tandem with land use plan n ing to m itigate future auto
congestion and to provide direction for growth. Prom oting regional public transit options
and providin g corridors for n on-m otorized travel,in clu d in g sidew alks and trails, are
im portant tools. In some in stances, in the process of id en tifyin g tran sportation corridors
through the region, con sideration and care can be given to m aintain unobstructed views
o f the region 's landscape. Regional corridor planning using techniques such as overlay
zon in g can id en tify ways to accom m odate growth w ithout dim in ish in g the region's scenery
and sense of place. C oordin atin g capital im provem ents in the developm ent of any large
region al p roject( in clu din g schools) facilitates the planning, helps m anage disputes and is
cost effective. Further, in frastru ctu re costs can be shared with adjoin ing ju risd iction s or
agreem ent can be reached on service boundaries to lim it sewer and w ater to rural areas.

A collaborative plan between Acme Township,
The Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy,
the Michigan Natural Resource Trust Fund, and
the property owner, Spenddrift, Inc. will con
serve a 403 acre parcel in the Yuba Creek
Natural Area. The property is visible along a
major highway and its now-protected view shed
encompasses almost a mile of Yuba Creek, a
state-designated trout stream. It is also in close
proximity to Traverse City and is available for
low impact public recreational uses. By preserv
ing this wetland, an asset is created for everyone
in the community.
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Whitewater Township in Grand Traverse County
is initiating a collaborative grant, working with
adjoining Kalkaska County, the Council of
Governments and private consultants to estab
lish a corridor study and design plan for the M72 highway corridor. Another collaborative cor
ridor plan was commissioned with the help of
the Chamber's New Design for Growth, M-DOT,
Grand Traverse County Road Commission, and
the townships of Blair and Garfield to conduct a
beautification program along the gateway to
Traverse City from the south along U.S. 31
South.
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Graphic prepared for Grand Traverse C o un t y’s
2020 Master Plan illustrating the growth of urban
influences and a likely growth limit line for
Traverse City.
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Graphic prepared for Grand Traverse C ou n t y ’s
2020 Master Plan illustrating the extent of prime
timberlands and timberlands of regional i m po r 
tance within the county.
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Graphic prepared for Grand Traverse C o u n t y ’s
2020 Master Plan i llustrating watershed b o u n d 
aries within the county.
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Graphic prepared for Grand Traverse C o un t y ’s
2020 Master Plan illustrating prime and unique
agricultural lands (hatched areas) and lands
enrolled in P A - 116 (black areas) within the county.
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Implementation Through Zoning and Other Ordinances
The Purpose of Zoning Ordinances and the Link to the Master Plan
Zoning ordinances and th eir am endm ents are developed by local Planning Com m issions and must
be adopted by the local ju risd ictio n 's elected body to regulate land division and land use. These
are the teeth o f the M aster Plan and the biggest cost overall to the com m unity. The zoning o rd i
nance is a statutory veh icle that im plem ents the broad and general goals o f the M aster Plan.
Every aspect o f the zoning ordinance should be grounded in and con sisten t with the M aster Plan.
The zoning ordinance is the law and is the docum ent that decides what gets built and how it w ill
look. Included in zoning ordinances are local restriction s on lot size, units per area/developm en t
(density), percent of lot coverage, building heights, setbacks, road frontage requirem ents, and
w idth -to-depth ratios. In some cases, the size of the property needed for a particu lar use or d en 
sity of use is largely determ ined by the am ount of parking space required. Other things that might
be m andated are sewer and w ater in frastru ctu re in particu lar zoning districts and the per-u nit
cost of providin g it, or even, the design ation and con tinu ation of a particu lar district, such as, an
H istorical D istrict.
In order to reform land use practices that produce sprawl, com m unities need to go beyond the
expedient Single-use Planning M odel of the past and make the im portant "link" between the zo n 
ing ordinance that tran slates into the vision o f the future of the M aster Plan. O rdinances must be
w ritten, be u n derstan dable to the average resident and are best, if illu strated.
Below is a b rief list o f some types of ordinances and other regu latory program s that serve to im p le
ment com pact developm ent p ractices and p rotection of the natural environm ent to a more or le s s 
er degree. An expanded d efin ition of some o f these and a referen ce to the com panion sample o rd i
nances to the first edition of the gu idebook are included in the Appendix, R egu latory T o o ls .
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Sample Ordinance Types and
Regulatory Tools:

Local Governments can encourage compact develop
ment, including infill housing and redevelopment
If people do not want to buy close in to existing towns
because of concerns about security, property values,
or schools, city and village governments can encour
age infill by:

□

Mixed use zoning

□

Open space zoning

□

□

Village center zoning

□

Traditional designed
neighborhood zoning

□
□
□

□

Planned unit and/or planned
residential development

□

Access management

□

□

O Overlay zoning

□

□

Historic district designation

□

□

Agri-business zoning

□

Transfer or purchase of
development rights programs

□

Downzoning

□

Purchase of land outright

□

□

Farmland preservation programs

□
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□

□

providing or rebuilding
infrastructure as needed
increasing crime prevention
improving existing schools
developing affordable housing and senior
housing policies
establishing local farmland and
open space conservation funds for
purchase of conservation easements
improving predictability and
efficiency in the permitting process
cleaning environmentally tainted
sites or creating brownfleld zones
offering developer and buyer
incentives, tax credits, financing,
and partnerships
using performance and flexible zoning
to mix uses and allow for marketdetermined densities
insisting on integration of conservation
values with development
promoting community support for
projects
adopting design guidebook principles
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Ways in Which the Private Sector Can Provide These Opportunities
Conservation is Everyone’s Business
Growth and developm ent can be done crea tively and with team w ork perseveran ce to overcom e the
many factors that are beyond anyone's control. In order for com m unities to provide choices and
places where there is room for them to grow, a w orkin g relation sh ip with the private sector must
be nurtured. Som etim es when talkin g about sprawl, there is much finger pointing. Sprawl is not
the fault of the Realtor, developer, or builder, but in most cases, it occurs as the result o f current
rules, in clu din g the land division practices o f the last several generations. Public policy dictates
where developm ent occurs. Many local zoning codes have strict m inim um lot sizes in rural areas,
w ithout the flex ib ility to clu ster developm ent. Pointing the finger at others and using political
rh etoric is not only w rong but cou n terprodu ctive. It polarizes the very people who should sit down
together and w ork out solutions. W hat needs to be done through open com m unication channels is
to increase region al cooperation and w ork on p artnersh ips with public and private sectors to p ro
mote resou rce-based planning, in frastru ctu re and tran sportation tie-in s, along with continuing
education and leadersh ip training. The private sector, in clu din g in n ovative business leaders, can
w ork and support the local com m unities to change the rules, in clu din g a faster approval process
for cluster developm ents, encouragem ent o f m ixed use developm ent, and recom m ending ad d ition 
al planning tools to retain agricu ltu ral or ecological uses. Land owners can prolong the heritage of
their farm s by em ployin g con servation options rather than sellin g it for regular or conventional
developm ent. S ign ifican t land and landscapes can be placed in conservation easem ents, offered at
reduced rates to a land con servan cy or other n on -profit con servation entity or even donated by will
or agreem ent as a preserve. If the developm ent rights are donated to a charity or land con servan 
cy, there is a sizeable incom e tax deduction for the donor and/or a poten tial reduction in p rop er
ty taxes, since it can be argued that the p roperty is now worth less.
Some o f these concepts m ust be in tegrated into education cu rricu la for students at all levels.
C ontinuing education through cooperative efforts and p artnersh ips of public and private o rga n i
zations can be used as a discussion forum to not only keep the public inform ed about growth m an
agem ent tools but it can be used to form ulate a periodic report card on progress. Periodic eva lu a
tions can be done by local units to d iscover d eficien cies and then seek education to offset it.
O ngoing program s would provide train in g for in experien ced new com ers to boards and com m is
sions. Such a curriculu m developm ent for plan n ing com m issioners and in terested parties is being
developed by the M ichigan State U n iversity E xtension Service.
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-Surveys taken at the close of community workshops in the area have earmarked a num
ber of topics that are of interest for educational pursuit:

□
□
□
□
□

Growth Management tools
Community master planning process
Land division and parceling
Rural clustering and open space protection
Shoreline protection and ground water protection

As public pressure on developers increases to create more 'environmentally friendly' developments, a number
of tools can be used to address environmental concerns earlier in the planning process. Construction practices
can be modified to concentrate on getting the project completed with the least amount of disturbance to the
land and the water quality. The lay of the land is considered before decisions are made and any earth is moved.
To further minimize the impact of heavy machinery on the land, precautions can be taken to keep machinery
on the roads and pathways to minimize erosion and even trees can be protected by blocking heavy equipment
from the drip line of trees. Flexibility is needed in local regulatory zoning for varying setbacks.... dependent
on topography and other land issues rather than distance from a particular point. Roads could be narrower
with grass swales used on most streets, with some curbs bordering hilly areas. Innovative design, economic
vitality, partnerships, cooperation, same mind-set for importance of environmental protection are needed for
developers, and the local governmental entity and agencies.

The Real Estate Industry is an Important Component
Members of the real estate industry are the eyes and ears of the community. Much can be done by this group
to entice conservation buyers and to promote conservation development with covenants, and to show through
examples, pro-forma statements that support a market-based approach to growth management. These pri
vate/public partnerships are an effective way to maintain balance between economic development and a
healthy environment. Educated buyers immediately see the long-term advantage to purchasing a home on land
protected by a conservation easement. Decisions to preserve land that protects not only its ecological value
but also the scenic beauty so valued by residents and tourists alike, may encourage sensible development in
concentrated areas where development makes sense.
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Conservation Buyer:

Fruithaven Farm:

Land owners, Jack Herschler had 417 acres of
land that served as a nature retreat for him and
his family for many years. They were faced by
the dilemma: continually being asked to sell to
development companies who wanted to log it
and split it into 5 and 10 acre parcels, versus
wanting to protect the land to keep it in its nat
ural state for managing for wildlife. To solve
the dilemma, Realtor, Mark Nadolski proposed
that Herschler contact the Grand Traverse
Regional Land Conservancy to investigate plac
ing a conservation easement on the property.
This ensured that the land would be protected
from development forever, and the Herschlers
were also able to receive a tax donation for
donation of the easement. The next step was
that Mark Nadolski was able to find what can be
termed conservation buyers, a couple, named
Tom and Janice Cook who were looking for
vacant property to recreate on and manage for
wildlife . It was a creative solution to a dilemma
that faces many landowners in this area and it
was brought about through a Realtor and willing
land owners who recognized the real worth of
the land as a valuable conservation asset.

The 551 acre Fruithaven Farm has been
described as the largest block of contiguous
farmland remaining in Benzie County. The first
step to protect the land was The Grand Traverse
Regional Land Conservancy’s purchase of the
entire parcel and then sale of the development
rights to the State of Michigan. Some of the
pieces are restricted in use by deed for farming,
forestry and wildlife preserves. Others have
been marketed to conservation buyers.
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The idea is to place the agricultural portions of
Fruithaven back into the hands of farmers.
Some of the land within the easement has
expansive views of the Betsie River and distant
views of Lake Michigan and Frankfort. The
restricted uses are for one building site per par
cel and agricultural or open space uses.
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Conservation Donor:

Conservation Planners

Matheson Greens: David Warm and his family
will leave a legacy to Leelanau County through
their generous donation of the Matheson Greens
Golf Course near Northport as a nature preserve,
forever protecting the land from development
through cooperative efforts with the Leelanau
Land Conservancy and agencies,like the Grand
Traverse Watershed initiative.

Groups such as the Conservation Resource Alliance
and the Council of Governments work with land
owners in areas that have been identified through
GIS studies and field observations as critical links
in ecological corridors and waterways. They provide
technical services to interested landowners and look
for ways, including permanent land protection
options, of maintaining the integrity of these wildlife
corridors.

This gesture of goodwill by the Warm family to
the community goes against the upward trend
for more golf courses and neighboring develop
ment. It reflects a deep respect for the land and
an acceptance of the responsibility for preserv
ing and conserving the land for future genera
tions.

Examples of Regional Cooperation Groups
□

Grand Traverse Bay Watershed Initiative

□

Conservation Resource Alliance

□

Tipp of Mitt Watershed

□

T. C. Talus

□

BATA (Bay Area Transportation Authority)

□

Regional Conservancy's
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Pearl Lake Shoreline and Forest:
Almira Township residents in Benzie County ral
lied and fundraised to help provide the local por
tion needed by the Grand Traverse Regional
Land Conservancy to complete the purchase, via
the State's Natural Resource Trust Fund, for
some sensitive shoreline and forested habitat
around Pearl Lake. The over 250 acre parcel has
excellent wildlife viewing and is home to four
threatened species: bald eagle, osprey, loon, and
red-shouldered hawk.
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How to Use the Guidebook
The following section of the Guidebook consists
of a series of Guidebook Principles, each of which
deals with a particular aspect of development
planning. The principles are grouped respective
ly within five broader categories: Site Character,
Circulation, Open Space Protection, Natural
Resource Protection, and Building Character.
This grouping is a purely pragmatic one and is
not meant to suggest that site and building
design is best approached in a piecemeal fash
ion. On the contrary, most development sites
will present a wide range of interrelated design
issues ranging within the convenient distinctions
made here. To be successful, the design process
must integrate many issues into an effective
design strategy aimed at the whole site and
beyond. Nonetheless, the arrangement of the
principles in this Guidebook should facilitate the
quick reference and review of design strategies,
pointing out their strengths and weaknesses
with respect to specific design principles.
The Guidebook principles are exhibited in a
recurrent format. The first page of the principle
discusses the problems associated with a “com
mon approach” to development which often fails
to meet good, responsible design standards. On
this page will be found images of existing devel
opment and a brief explanation of what could be
improved. The second page of the principle dis
cusses the advantages of a “better approach” to
GRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

development which succeeds in meeting a higher
standard of good, responsible design practice.
On this page will be found images of existing
development and a brief explanation of what has
gone right. In addition, many of the principles
are augmented with “check lists”. These are
designed to serve as quick reminders of some of
the relevant aspects of the principle in question.
The length of each Guidebook Principle ranges
from two to four pages depending on the amount
of information presented.
Photographs and
drawings of projects used in the illustrations are
selected from local examples wherever possible.
The illustrations used in the various principles
were selected because of the clarity with which
they demonstrated a more successful applica
tion.. In many of these illustrations, one or more
additional design principles are also shown in
either a positive or negative light. Not all projects
which succeed in addressing one of the
Guidebook principles, are successful in address
ing the others. For this reason it is important to
avoid judging the “better approachi” examples as
necessarily successful in addressing principles
other than the one specifically targeted in the
image. Conversely, it is equally important to
avoid judging the “common approach” examples
as necessarily failed in addressing principles
other than the one specifically targeted in the
image.
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NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Lakes, Rivers, Streams & Wetlands
Early development occurred along the area’s shorelines because of the efficiency of water transportation. Many
of our lakes, and rivers were abused and became polluted through insensitive industrial uses. Improved trans
portation and industrial waste removal methods have led to the reclamation and subsequent protection of
these important natural features. Today, water quality, scenery, habitat, and recreational opportunities are
recognized as crucial elements of our area’s natural character and economic base.

Erosion results where the natural vegetation buffer zone has
been removed.
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A neglected urban riverbank is treated as left-over space,
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Better Approach
Shorelines remain one of our areas most cherished natural assets. Diverse and varied in character, areas
adjoining lakes, rivers, and streams are nature’s own buffer zones between water and land. They provide the
habitat of many wildlife species, control erosion, and filter pollutants from stormwater runoff. To respect these
natural systems, shoreline areas should remain natural except where they are developed within the bound
aries of urban areas. Even in urban areas, indigenous vegetation should be retained as a natural filter sys
tem, while emergent vegetation like cattails and bullrushes can reduce shoreline erosion caused by stormwa-

%/ CHECK LIST

Urban river edge has retained an effective
buffer between the lawn and the water
course.

Urban river edge is enhanced for public
use and enjoyment.

Much of our area’s abundant beauty can be attributed to its natural waterways.
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.Protection of native plant life
.Natural vegetation buffers
.Natural erosion control
.Pollution control
.Water quality
.Viewsheds
.Public access and enjoyment
.Public stewardship
.Public ownership
.Buildings and structures
.Walkways, paths, and decks
.Intensity of use
.Density of development
.Parking/pavement issues
.Wildlife corridors
. Seawalls and fencing
.Shoreline evolution
.Respect for natural wetlands
.Bridges and culverts
.Limited/shared uses
.Restricted natural areas
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Lakes, Rivers, Streams, & Wetlands

Better Approach

Residential buildings in this development are clustered and
set back from the creek edge, allowing an effective natural
buffer zone to protect the wetlands habitat.

Urban lake frontage preserved for multiple public uses. The
green buffer zone also helps protect the shoreline from the
effects of traffic and building development.

Shared waterfront usage promotes a common concern for the
welfare of our lakes, rivers, and streams.

Riverwalk provides public access while protecting sensitive
vegetation along the river’s banks.
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Better Approach
ter runoff, wind, and boat traffic. Buffer zones are frequently flood plain areas for emergency management and
should be preserved from development for environmental purposes. Improved road crossings can be designed
to allow the flow of rivers to be unobstructed by widening culverts. Area residents need to understand that
new building construction, fertilization of lawns, and even washing of cars have significant impacts on nearby
creeks and streams. Stewardship of lakes, rivers, and streams is a responsibility of our society as a whole.

A fifty-foot wide vegetation strip of trees, shrubs, and herba
ceous plants filters sediment from stormwater runoff.
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Plan view of a vegetation filter strip shows one of many possi
ble combinations. Views of the water can be created without
damaging the effectiveness of the filter.
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NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Stormwater Control
Stormwater control is an important aspect of site design. Stormwater is naturally gathered, channeled,
detained, absorbed or dispersed, and recycled through the watershed. Site development impacts this cycle by
interrupting or altering the water’s natural course. Large expanses of building and impervious pavement espe
cially impact the flow of stormwater, often contributing to erosion, flooding, groundwater pollution, and habi
tat destruction.

Silt flows freely during construction without containment fencing to control it.
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Poorly drained streets create hazards for motorists and pedestrians. Rain water runoff from roads carries oils, salts, and
metals that pollute the land as well as our water resources.
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Better Approach
Effective stormwater control strategies work with the site’s natural ecosystem, aiding in the return of stormwa
ter from developed areas back to its natural course of flow. Stormwater is efficiently channeled and dispersed,
while pollutants are filtered, isolated, and disposed of responsibly. Good stormwater control measures result
in the absence of problematic soil erosion, standing water, and excessive impervious ground covering. Effective
stormwater control strategies work with the site’s natural ecosystem, aiding in the return of stormwater from
developed areas back to its natural course of flow. Minimizing impervious surfaces and dispersing runoff are
most important.

Attractively landscaped, shallow retention basin becomes an
aesthetic asset to the site.
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Detention ponds with fountains are a focus of a public area
serving a larger retail development.
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NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Topography
Development on hilly or sloping sites often impacts the landscape over an area much larger than that bound
ed by property lines, roads, and easements. Ridge lines, graceful and dramatic in their natural state, can be
marred for generations by the imposition of one insensitively-placed building or utility tower. Irresponsible
development in steeply-sloped areas causes the destruction of natural vegetation and woodlands. The dis
ruption of natural water flow leads to increased soil erosion. Elaborate and expensive site infrastructure
including roads, wells, private septic systems, power and communications utilities become necessary.

The continuity of the ridge line is destroyed due to radical
clearing for building sites.
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Existing woodland and hillside were radically transformed for
new development.
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Better Approach
Glacial activity and the effects of wind, water, and time have left the diverse and dramatic landforms that char
acterize the northwestern lower Michigan landscape. Development on sloping or hilly sites requires great care
and restraint. In addition, however, considerations should be given to the preservation and enhancement of
the larger area surrounding a site. Hilltops and valleys, bluffs and dunes form integral parts of many of our
most treasured viewsheds and natural open areas. Sensitive development in these areas is critical to main
taining the natural character of this land.

Sloping site used to easily access multiple
floor levels.
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Farmstead sits in a protected hollow.
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NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Woodlands
Expansive Woodlands which once literally covered our region, are now regarded as an endangered natural
resource. At one time they stretched continuously across the state. Now they are fragmented into isolated
lots, protected areas, and public lands. Wildlife has especially suffered in the wake of suburban and rural
development, ever sprawling over the land as the public seeks larger sites for home construction and cheaper
land for development.

Clearcutting and removal of topsoil for building and site devel
opment has resulted in significant erosion.
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Rural, wooded building sites are unnecessarily cleared or dis
turbed.
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Better Approach
Woodlands development requires a special sensitivity to maintain a delicately balanced environment.
Experience has shown that it is possible for suburban and even urban development and forests to coexist. In
rural and suburban areas, building and road development should be limited through clustering in order to pre
serve the largest contiguous tracts of woodland possible. In more densely developed areas, selective tree
preservation adds greatly to the value of the urban landscape. Forested landscapes provide an evolving and
renewable ecosystem with many long-term benefits for our economic, physical, and spiritual well-being.

CHECK LIST

Equal in area to the expanse of the vege
tation canopy above, a clear root buffer
zone is crucial to the tree’s health.

A mature woodlot within an urban envi
ronment is a welcome sanctuary.

Roadway with planted median offers unobstructed woodlands views.
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.Forest succession
.Walkways/pathways
.Tree root buffer zones
.Topsoil preservation
.Erosion control
.Continuity of wooded areas
. Urban woodlots
.Clustered development
.Forest management
.Managed wood harvesting
.Viewsheds
.Microclimate
.Wildlife habitat
.Recreational uses
.Public control/stewardship
.Ridgeline protection
.Pollution control
.Limited/shared access
.Indigenous species
.Natural buffer zones
.Natural features / Topography
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OPEN SPACE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Dedicated Open Space
Buildings and the open spaces which surround them are interdependent and integral elements of site design.
Each relies on the other for its effect. A change in one produces a change in the other and a consequent change
in the overall site. When a building’s form is considered exclusive of the surrounding open space, the result
is detrimental to both. The building’s relation to the site is uncomfortable, while the spaces left over are use
less scraps.

Open space dedicated exclusively to parking automobiles.
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Conventional residential subdivision maximizes lot sizes, but
minimizes useable, dedicated open space.
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Better Approach
As our population increases and land development continues, open space is increasingly recognized as an
asset. Open space, both peripheral and internal, is valuable not only for its aesthetic qualities, but also for its
recreational, ecological, agricultural, and civic uses. Open spaces can vary in size from private yards to com
munity greens and agricultural lands that serve as an ecological resource and a boundary for development.
Communities should identify and protect significant open spaces. New development should be designed with
useable open spaces in mind. Open spaces are not merely “left-over spaces”, rather, they are integral parts of
the larger site design and community.

Houses front public a park.
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Smaller lots leave a large open space, benefiting all subdivi
sion residents. The open space can be managed by a home
owners’ association or dedicated to a municipality or other
agency.
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Dedicated Open Space

Better Approach

Cemeteries are dedicated open spaces.

Good urban spaces are defined by buildings, streets, court
yards, and squares, a green or commons acts as a foundation
for the social life of the community.

Dedicated open spaces which are kept natural are valuable
public assets. Natural vegetation and waterfront views con
tribute to the visual character of the Grand Traverse region.

Peripheral open space protects and preserves valuable land
whether for agricultural uses or for purposes of protecting eco
logically sensitive environments for future generations.
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Better Approach

Urban open space gives special status to the buildings that
front it.
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Open spaces combined with waterfront access encourage mul
tiple, public uses.
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OPEN SPACE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Rural Visual Character
Development is stripping rural visual character from all but farms and forests. Many new building sites cre
ate a loss of regional landscape character through extensive preconstruction clearing of naturally-occurring
vegetation. Disturbed areas are often replaced with lawns and ornamental landscape plants that portray lit
tle of the region’s original landscape character. Rural and suburban strip development detract from the
Northwestern lower Michigan’s sense of place, and quickly becomes “nowhere” strip development.

Strip commercial development at the edge of town has an
“anywhere” suburban character.
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Replanted ornamental vegetation has caused the site to lose
its “up north” character.
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Better Approach
Rural character should be integrated into all but the most urban development. Ornamental landscaping is
appropriate adjacent to buildings but not along our roadways. Natural landscapes of shrubs, woods, or mead
ows alongside suburban and rural roads (even 20’ to 50’ strips) would do much to transform the visual appear
ance of the region back toward its natural state. Infrequently-mowed tall grasses maintained between the
shoulder of the road and the centerline of adjacent roadside drainage ways promotes adequate drainage and
visibility. .Natural shrub and meadow plantings can be used beyond roadside drains to retain natural charac
ter while reducing construction and maintenance costs. (See Appendix for suggested plant list.)

SUBURBAN VISUAL IMPACT
In established suburban areas, the multiple
points of ingress and egress in strip mall develop
ment contributes to traffic congestion, poor aes
thetics, and safety concerns. Even in less builtup areas, appearance, function, and safety could
be improved by implementing some of the follow
ing:
. Require buffering, screening, and landscaping
between roadways and developed areas.
. Encourage joint driveways and shared parking.
. Encourage off-road connectors between busi
nesses for both vehicles and pedestrians.
. Enact access regulations and encourage alter
nate access.
. Build to property lines for urban infill.
. Relegate parking to the rear or sides of build
ings.
. Control signage and limit billboards.
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Industrial operation buffered from the road by a zone of natur
al landscape plantings.
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OPEN SPACE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Views and Viewsheds
Buildings placed so as to obscure important landscape vistas and features disturb the aesthetic impact
enjoyed from public roadways. Site design focusing only on the needs of an individual property owner may be
detrimental to the needs of the public. Such is often the case when one owner’s property is part of a larger
view corridor that is important to many people. Businesses with bigger and brighter signage also contribute
to visual disharmony and the disruption of view corridors.

A “wall of buildings” eliminates the shoreline view.
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Land is rapidly developed with little regard for the long-dis
tance view corridor.
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Better Approach
Good view corridors have two important characteristics. First, they have a focal point: some feature in the
landscape that is the object of the view. Examples are: a single landmark building, a group of buildings, or a
natural feature of topography, woodlands, or water. Second, they have specific access points or areas from
which the focal point is best seen. These can be roadways, scenic turn-outs, pathways, or hilltops. Of par
ticular interest are view corridors which traverse large areas of land and are available for public enjoyment.
These unobstructed views deserve to be preserved for future generations.

Landmark building is the focus. Intangibles such as this
scenic view are what draw people to the area.
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Viewshed with a panoramic focus,
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OPEN SPACE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Land Division
Although abstract and invisible to the eye of the viewer, property boundaries are fundamental elements of site
planning and design. Land owners, developers, and designers typically restrict their area of focus to the strict
political boundaries of the legal property, failing to consider the larger context of the land: the continuous
nature of the surrounding landscape, and its own natural, physical elements of water, topography, microcli
mate, and flora.

High speed rural road has too many
access drives. Scattered rural housing
development is detrimental to farming.

Large lots have excessive front and side
yard setbacks.
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Unregulated lot splits result in sprawl, loss of renewable
resource lands and rural character and create conflicts be
tween farm and non-farm dwellers on incompatible land uses.
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Better Approach
In urban settings, pre-existing patterns of land division and building provide the framework to support infill
development by extending the infrastructure outward. In rural settings, the natural landscape often dictates
the best sites for roads and building development. In these areas, conservation planning techniques encour
age the concentration of building development in smaller areas, with the preservation of large tracts of useable, natural open space over the remainder of the site. In rural, suburban and urban environments, the divi
sion and use of lands should always consider the natural boundaries as well as those that are created.

Traditional town grids make efficient use
of limited land resources.

Cluster developments protect sensitive environments and pre
serve open space. Access roads are minimized and buffered
from adjacent lands.
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Planned unit development increases den
sity and efficiency of infrastructure and
affords more common space for all.
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OPEN SPACE PROTECTION

Common Approach

Conservation Planning
Where subdivisions are added without consideration of the impacts on neighboring properties, connections to
existing roads, green space corridors, or pedestrian trails, the result is haphazard and diffuse development
with a disproportionate consumption of natural resources and expenditure for new infrastructure and sup
portive services. The identification and protection of conservation areas within the context of the larger region
is frequently overlooked in planning processes where jurisdictional cooperation and compatible zoning ordi
nance documents are absent.

Results of haphazard development
. Loss of viable agricultural lands
.Isolation of developments from neighbors
. Disruption of regional viewsheds
. Disruption of regional trial systems
.Loss of rural landscape character
. Costly extension of infrastructure
.Loss of useable, public open spaces
NATURE PRESERVE

. Systematic depletion of buildable sites
.Disruption of ecologically sensitive features
. Increase in roadways and paved surfaces
. Loss of community character and pride
.Loss of intrinsic land value
. Loss of jurisdictional cooperation
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Conventional subdivision planning divides the entire land area
into building plots of equal size, leaving no open spaces for con
servation, recreation or community uses. The site’s natural
landscape character is ignored in the subdivision layout.
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Better Approach
Adjacent communities can plan conservation networks by incorporating maps of potential conservation areas
as part of their comprehensive plans. Ideally these areas could interweave to form an interconnected network
of open spaces. Building sites could be clustered and share supportive services such as utilities and road
ways, thereby reducing development costs. Documentation of conservation areas should be accompanied by
updated zoning and subdivision ordinances.

Areas Worthy of Protection from Division
. Existing large parcel areas
. Significant agricultural areas
. Parcels within viewsheds
.Ecologically sensitive lands
. Remaining large woodland areas
. Stream corridors and greenways

Areas Suited to Division & Development
.Areas with existing infrastructure
.Areas expanding on existing development
. Areas where existing public infrastructure
can be easily extended
. Areas where development will not adversely
impact significant natural systems
.Areas whose existing community character
will not be adversely impacted
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Conservation planning techniques are used to preserve useable
open space, extend trail networks, and protect natural
resources, while offering attractive and valuable building sites
for development.
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SITE CHARACTER

Common Approach

Buffering & Screening
Where pedestrian pathways and high-speed roadways are not separated by a buffer zone, the experience of
walking or cycling is unpleasant and often dangerous. Properties which fail to screen their parking lots, load
ing docks, garbage dumpsters, and other unattractive features detract not only from their own visual appeal,
but also from that of the street and neighborhood as a whole.

Dumpsters and trash are thinly veiled.
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Lacks buffering between incompatible land uses.
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Better Approach
Separating pedestrian zones and outdoor living areas from those of vehicular traffic by means of landscaped
buffer zones or other suitable barriers improves both vehicular and non-motorized transportation. Visual
screening should be incorporated into a building’s landscaping to conceal it’s service areas, while emphasiz
ing its public facades and entrances. The impacts of unattractive views and noises can be mitigated by the
judicious placement of buildings, walls, and plantings without sacrificing the functional necessities of the site.

Industrial operation buffered within a wooded setting.
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Attractive landscaping and courtyard walls as screening define
architectural space along a public sidewalk and street.
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Buffering & Screening

Better Approach

Landscaped area buffers parking lot and provides stormwater
control.

Landscaping as a buffer between commercial and residential
zones.

Masonry walls provide privacy and security while screening
parking areas.

Parking court is screened from public areas in an urban setting.
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Better Approach

Dumpster enclosure is designed to integrate with the architecture of the building.
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Landscaping and brick wall forms an effective buffer and
screen between city sidewalk and parking lot.
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SITE CHARACTER

Common Approach

Landscaping
Building sites which fail to integrate effective landscape design with buildings, drives, and parking areas
reduce their appeal both from within and without and miss opportunities for effective buffering, screening, and
visual variety. Excessive paved areas deprive the soil of sunlight and moisture, and contribute to soil erosion
and water pollution caused by wind and stormwater runoff.

The lack of street trees and ground cover creates a stark cor
ner.
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Large, open parking lots are the source of thousands of gal
lons of polluted stormwater runoff. Planted islands of insuffi
cient size have little impact as visual screens.
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Better Approach
Good landscape design plays on the dynamics of growth and the changing of the seasons, giving variety to a
site through mass, color, light, and shade. Landscaping elements provide effective barriers and buffers. They
soften the hard edges of an urban development and control erosion in suburban and rural settings. Mature
trees should be protected wherever possible.

Parking lot landscape islands of sufficient size (here approximately 20’ x 40’) help to soften the visual impact of parking
lots.
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Native trees are protected in an urban site development.
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Landscaping

Better Approach

Mature trees offer pleasant shade and beauty.

Shrubs, mulch, and ground cover reduce lawn areas and add
interest to the landscape.

Entrance to suburban development is marked by its welldesigned landscaping.

Landscaping is well-integrated into a tight urban site.
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Better Approach

Building entrance enhanced with landscaping and bench.
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Urban garden affords a welcome contrast to the surrounding
hard surfaces.
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SITE CHARACTER

Common Approach

Parking Lot Placement
Parking lot placement directly between a building's front entrance and the street it faces alienates pedestrians.
Crossing large parking lots on foot or bicycle is unpleasant and often dangerous. Buildings surrounded by
over-sized parking lots become "islands isolated in a sea of asphalt." Further, vehicles parked around the edges
of a building do little to enhance its architectural appeal.

Building sits in a sea of asphalt.
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Parking lot makes a poor front yard.
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Better Approach
Parking lots are preferably placed at the sides or rear of the buildings they serve, allowing front yards to be
tailored to the needs of pedestrians. Parking areas are more efficient when they serve multiple uses, like pub
lic gathering, recreation, and storm water detention, in addition to parking vehicles. Several smaller lots are
preferred over one large one. The size of parking areas may be further reduced through shared parking agree
ments between adjacent properties.

Parking areas placed behind the building do not interfere with
a harmonious streetscape and pedestrian-friendly access.
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On-street parking used effectively,
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SITE CHARACTER

Common Approach

Building Placement
When a building is placed in the middle of a large piece of property, the useable open space around it is min
imized and opportunities for shared open space between adjacent properties are diminished. In urban and
suburban settings, adjacent buildings placed at varying distances from the street creates a poorly-defined
street edge. In rural environments, poor building placement can diminish the value of viewsheds, topography,
waterfronts, and other natural features.

Building surrounded by parking.
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Building set back behind the parking lot makes the definition
of the street comer ambiguous.
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Better Approach
It is best to continue an existing pattern of building placement and encourage infill development if the estab
lished pattern has produced a harmonious coexistence of buildings, drives, walks, and landscaped areas.
Where an existing pattern is not present or is to be changed, consideration should be given to what kinds of
building placement patterns are being established and the overall effect they will have if repeated on adjacent
properties.

Buildings respect a consistent setback line from the street.
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Prominent placement and use of site topography helps to
establish the importance of the building.
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SITE CHARACTER

Common Approach

Site Lighting & Utilities
Subdivision developments with individual wells, septic fields, and heating fuel tanks are inefficient and pose a
greater risk of environmental damage due to contamination than centralized systems. Poorly located water
storage, communications and electrical transmission towers can obstruct public viewsheds. Above-ground
utility poles and wires are unsightly and limit landscaping and site access options. Overlighting of a site, rel
ative to its surrounding context, is wasteful and unsightly.

Site flooded with light, using high and non-directed lighting
fixtures.
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Confusion of utility poles detracts from the streetscape.
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Better Approach
Although they are necessary parts of any development, site utilities and lighting need not dominate or detract
from the overall design of the site. Development of sites with utility services already in place reduces con
struction costs and environmental impacts. New developments with no pre-existing utility services should
consider a comprehensive shared utility system for multiple buildings and properties rather than individual
wells, septic, heating fuel, etc. These systems may later be linked with nearby municipal utility networks for
further cost savings and environmental protection.

Effective use of “dark-sky” parking lot lighting and decorative
fixtures.
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Underground utilities are invisible,
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SITE CHARACTER

Common Approach

Signs
Unlimited sign size, number, and design has the potential to create visual chaos resulting in loss of regional
character. Large signs become an intrusion in the landscape. High-visibility and multi-material signs can be
distracting and visually unappealing.

Tall signs, many signs, and signs with a large square footage
are commonly erected. Business owners seek the most impact
on the traveler, signs are designed to be as different as possi
ble from each other.
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Better Approach
Signs should be small, simple, and readable. Ground level signs can be designed to partially blend into the
natural landscape and contribute less to visual pollution. Sign sizes should be limited to a uniform scale that
can contain a readable message. Sign materials should reflect regional landscape character consistent with
the architectural style and material pallet used on the building. Visual unity should be promoted between
signs and their surroundings, integrating landscape, building, and graphic elements. Merchants should be
recognized and rewarded by the community for their restraint and commitment to protecting the character of
the community when their signs are less intrusive on the landscape.

Signs can convey their messages effectively without detracting
from the landscape where competition for the “biggest and
brightest” is avoided.
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CIRCULATION

Common Approach

Pedestrian / Vehicular Circulation
Our society places emphasis on the design of efficient facilities for motor vehicular circulation: roads, high
ways, garages and parking lots. Little thought is given to the accommodation of pedestrians and bicyclists,
whose circulation routes tend to be composed of left-over spaces and the margins of busy roadways. In this
environment, the interface of pedestrian and vehicular circulation - road crossings, sidewalks, and traffic
islands - is often unpleasant and dangerous.

Widened roads and increased truck
turning radii leave pedestrian needs
unmet.

Poorly placed parking meter area leaves little room for pedes
trians.
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Where the world of the automobile domi
nates, pedestrians traverse at their own
risk!.
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Better Approach
Good pedestrian circulation encourages alternative means of transportation. It enhances the quality of the
overall environment by making a transition from the scale of the road or street to the scale of the building
entrance or public gathering space. Pedestrian and vehicular circulation routes should work together, form
ing a network, and providing a hierarchy of appropriately designed facilities accommodating the range from
high speed/high volume traffic to intimate walkways and small courtyards.

k/f CHECK LIST

An attractive urban public space, scaled to the pedestrian is
protected, and inviting.
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.Bike and rollerblade lanes
. Seating / rest places
.Shared pathways
.Drainage / Snow storage
.Landscaping
.Buffering / Screening
.Scale: relative size
.Noise reduction / Screening
.Safety / Security
. Lighting
.Crosswalks / Ped. bridges
.Surfacing materials
.Handicap accessibility
.Pedestrian crossing signals
.Bicycle parking areas
.Solar orientation / Climate
.Traffic flow / control
. Signage / Directional maps
.Wide shoulder roads
. Continuity: pathway linkages
.Natural features / Topography
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Pedestrian / Vehicular Circulation

PEDESTRIAN HIERARCHY
Rural highways / Backroads
Regional trails
Recreation / natural areas
|

City streets & sidewalks
Public open s >aces / plazas
Covered walkways
Building entrances & lobbies

VEHICULAR HIERARCHY
Interstate highways
State /Counly highways
City Streets
Alleys
n* 1
Driveways
Downtown sidewalk is scaled to the pedestrian, well-defined,
and protected from the street.

Parking lot lanes
ParkinJ spaces
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Better Approach

Wide, paved shoulder accommodates shared pedestrian and
vehicular use of the rural highway.

Urban infill lot used as pedestrian walkway is appropriately
scaled and landscaped.

Wooded trail bridges stream, allowing for non-invasive enjoyment of the natural topography and setting.

Landscaped strip between street and city sidewalk provides a
good buffer between pedestrians and traffic.
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CIRCULATION

Common Approach

Site Access
The ingress and egress needs of the various users of a site are often not considered during site planning.
Pedestrian access needs are different from those of motor vehicles. Trucks and service vehicles have their own
requirements for loading and unloading materials and accessing different parts of a site. Most site access
problems are caused by a poor integration of some or all of these inevitably intersecting pathways.

Site access conflicts between service vehicles and patrons are
inconvenient and can be dangerous.
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Lack of shared parking and interconnection between parking
areas causes too many access drives.
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Better Approach

Wide, paved shoulder accommodates shared pedestrian and
vehicular use of the rural highway.

Urban infill lot used as pedestrian walkway is appropriately
scaled and landscaped.

Wooded trail bridges stream, allowing for non-invasive enjoyment of the natural topography and setting.

Landscaped strip between street and city sidewalk provides a
good buffer between pedestrians and traffic.
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Better Approach
Site access involves the transition between major circulation routes and parking areas, between regional trail
systems and the front doors of buildings. Intermediate steps between high-speed roadways and parking
spaces include acceleration and deceleration lanes, limited access roads, shared access drives, and parking lot
drive lanes. For pedestrians, good site access elements include access trails, sidewalks, crosswalks, bus and
taxicab stops, and bicycle parking areas. These facilities should be linked to facilitate a smooth and safe tran
sition between buildings, regional roads and pathways.

Shared access road reduces the number of highway access
points and enhances the privacy of the residential develop
ment.
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Linked parking lots share the roadway access, enjoying
increased efficiency in parking lot layout and reduced paved
area.
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CIRCULATION

Common Approach

Parking Lot Design
Parking lots designed for maximum automobile storage at minimum cost and maintenance are often vast and
unsightly, stretching from street edge to building edge. They provide no buffers between building and cars,
and do little to accommodate pedestrians and cyclists. They tend to minimize planted landscape areas due to
maintenance concerns, and they tend to preclude curbs and islands because they interfere with snow removal
equipment. The result is usually an environment inhospitable to people and the natural environment.

Lots lack definition and buffering from the sidewalk creates
the effect of continuous asphalt and concrete.
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Blank asphalt sheet creates an inhospitable environment for
people and wildlife.
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Better Approach
While automobile storage capacity, construction, and maintenance costs are important criteria for the design
of a parking lot, there are many more factors to consider in its planning and layout. Parking lot design should
be integrated with the design of the entire site. A well-designed parking lot should include good open spaces,
snow storage areas, drainage, landscaping, pedestrian and barrier-free circulation, along with appropriate
parking accommodation.

CHECK LIST

In an urban setting, space for parking is limited, but can be
provided in compact lots, facing alleys, and screened from
other properties.
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.Pedestrian access
.Walkways
.Multi-use spaces
. Snow storage / Drainage
.Plantings / Islands
.Buffering / Screening
.Scale: relative size
.Underground parking
.Safety / Security
.Lighting
.Loading /Service areas
. Surfacing materials
.Handicap accessibility
.Shopping cart storage
.Bicycle parking areas
. Solar orientation / Climate
.Traffic flow / control
.Shared parking
.Access drives
.Multi-story / parking
.Natural features / Topography
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Clearly defined access drive makes a safe transition zone
between busy street and parking lots.
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Buffering is provided between adjacent, interconnected park
ing lots.
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Better Approach

Pedestrian circulation is provided in well-designed landscaped
areas within the parking lot.

Smaller urban parking lot.

Multiple smaller lots allow for easy transitions between differ
ent grade levels.

Need for large parking capacity met by several, smaller, inter
connecting lots.
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BUILDING CHARACTER

Common Approach

Building Massing and Scale
Among the factors that effect the size and shape of any building are construction cost, building function, and
available building technology. Site context is an often neglected consideration. Adjacent buildings of radical
ly differing sizes and shapes can detract from the coherence of the streetscape as a whole.

Incongruous urban scale relationships make buildings appear
out of place.
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Incompatible building scales make for an awkward relationship.
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Better Approach
Neighboring buildings which are consistent in size and massing work together to create a pleasing rhythm. In
addition, adjacent buildings sharing human-scaled elements like porches, colonnades, vestibules, stoops, and
awnings at the entrance level help to make the streetscape appealing and inviting to pedestrians.

^

Similar massing of adjacent buildings
establishes a regular rhythm.

An urban environment with consistent
building massing and density produces
intimate and varied street spaces.

Forms drawn from a vocabulary of traditional wooden architecture.
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CHECK LIST

.Relative building scale
.Human scale
.Monumental scale
.Social importance
.Neighborhood character
.Buildings fronting squares
.Rural scale
.Urban scale
.Background buildings
.Building’s relation to street
.Variety of massing
.Rhythm of building massing
.Density of development
.Proportions
.Relation of height to width
.Public scale
.Private scale
.Historical references
.Traditional building types
.Residential scale
. Commercial scale
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Building Massing and Scale

“Floor area ratio” is the ratio of the area of the building floor to
the overall size of the lot. A high floor area ratio can result in
blocked views of the hills or water. One approach to minimiz
ing surface coverage is to build smaller buildings that are
taller. Some municipalities establish floor area ratio stan
dards to control building massing. Another benefit of keeping
floor-area-ratios low is an increase in open space around the
building.
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Better Approach

Buildings built to similar, but not identical heights give the
streetscape a consistency of scale without sacrificing the iden
tities of individual buildings. Repetition creates the pattern
while variety is accommodated within certain boundaries.
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Better Approach

Building massing is consistent with the “cottage” character of
the lakefront.
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Building uses can differ while characteristic massing remains
compatible.
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B U IL D IN G

C H A R A C T E R

C o m m o n A p p ro a c h

B u ild in g F a c a d e D e s ig n
N e w b u i l d i n g f a c a d e s o r m o d i f i e d p r e - e x i s t i n g f a c a d e s w h o s e g e o m e t r y , s c a l e , a n d / o r q u a l i t y o f d e t a i l d if f e r
r a d ic a lly fro m t h o s e o f t h e i r n e ig h b o r s i n t e r r u p t th e c o n tin u ity o f t h e s tr e e t e le v a tio n a n d p r e v e n t a n o v e ra ll
u n i f i e d n e i g h b o r h o o d c h a r a c t e r f r o m e v o lv in g . I n t r o d u c t i o n o f m a n y c o n t r a s t i n g m a t e r i a l s , c o l o r s , a n d t e x 
t u r e s te n d s to c r e a te a d is h a r m o n y w ith in th e s tr e e t fa c a d e .

Highly a b s tra c t geom etry is o u t of place n ex t to m ore tra d itio n al neighbors.
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The b la n k facade h a s little in com m on w ith its n e ig h b o rs a n d
in tro d u c e s a less p ed estrian -frien d ly c h a ra c te r.
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Better Approach
Adjacent building facades which share common elements in their geometry and details work together to unify
the character of the street as a whole. In particular, facades with historical significance should be preserved
in renovation work and enhanced in new construction through an understanding of the design of the existing
urban context and the historical circumstances out of which it has developed. Continued use of traditional
building materials in historic areas reinforces the integrity of the past, while the introduction of good design
elements in areas of recent development helps to establish new patterns worth continuing in the future.

^

The geometry of the older building
inspired the facade design of the newer
addition.

Facade details carry through from one
building to the next.

Different types of buildings are integrated
through shared materials and details.
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CHECK LIST

.Compatibility
. Contextual relationships
.Proportion
.Human scale
.Repeating patterns
. Consistent levels of detail
. Continuity of theme
.Neighborhood character
.Sense of place
.Expression of good taste
.Sense of entrance
.Signage
.Durability of materials
. Craftsmanship
. Color and texture
.Regional character
.Historical precedents
.Design standards
.Window-to-wall-area ratio
.Symbolic designs
. Structure
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BUILDING CHARACTER

Common Approach

Building Rehabilitation and Reuse
Our society’s sense of rapid development and “progress” includes a conspicuous neglect for what is old. In our
rush continually to renew, we often leave important reminders of our past behind. Because a building is
cheaper to destroy than to revitalize does not mean that it has no value to the community in a broader sense.
Our identity as a community is represented to some extent in the value we place on historical preservation,
including revitalization and reuse of old buildings, districts, and neighborhoods. When these reminders are
destroyed physically, they are also lost to our social identity.

Public discussion about the value of this
landmark building is ongoing.
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Historic buildings allowed to fall into disrepair are soon seen as a liability.

Buildings deemed not worthy of re-use
should be removed and replaced.
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Better Approach
Many of our older buildings testify to the quality of their original design and construction by outliving multi
ple renovations, additions, and uses. They provide a reminder of the past which is important to the identity
of our communities. Where buildings of historic significance are isolated, they become landmarks in the com
munity and should be protected as such. Where they are clustered, they become elements of a larger historic
neighborhood or district with its own protective regulations. The decision to preserve old buildings or to
destroy them and start-over hinges on a community discourse as well as private property rights.

g f CHECK LIST

An old weigh station has proven that it
has multiple uses.

Old buildings display extraordinary
craftsmanship should be protected.

The original design character has been
maintained over the years.
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. Social meaning
.Historical importance
.Integrity of construction
.Multiplicity of uses
.Building evolution
.Historical building techniques
.Extraordinary craftsmanship
.Significant design quality
.Memory and nostalgia
.Economy
.Recycled materials
.Reconstruction
. Recycled buildings
.Landmarks
.Building transformation
.Historic preservation
. Cultural symbolism
.Protection of local treasures
.Community oversight
.Historic districts
.Historic neighborhoods
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REGIONAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER PLANT LIST

Appendix A

Plant material needs to be suited for the condition of the site to be developed. These conditions are numerous
and each site may have more than one of these conditions. Examples of some of the conditions that dictate
plant material choices are listed below.

1. Soil Conditions:
Sandy s o ils .................. Light
Loam s o ils ................... Medium
Clay s o ils ..................... Heavy

2. Light Conditions:
Full s u n ........................8 hours or more
Partial sun/shade....... 3-8 hours
S h a d e ........................... 3 or less hours

3. Topography!
Low damp a re a s ...........Usually poor drainage
High a re a s ....................Potential wind prob
lems
Retention/Detention .... Areas that are built to
have varying degrees
of water in them, and
are a storage area for
snow in winter.

4. Environmental conditions:
Proximity to high traffic roads
Damage from snow plows
Salt tolerance
Proximity to parking lots
Building exhaust
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5. Zone hardiness of the plant material:
Being located along the bay gives us an oppor
tunity to use plant material that would not be
hardy further inland, which is why Grand
Traverse County has three hardiness zones
within its boundaries. It is imperative to con
sider this when designing the landscape.

6. Physical characteristics of plant material:
These can limit their use in certain situations,
examples being: nut-bearing trees in parking
lots doing damage to vehicles, heavy fruiting
material along walkways and entrances,
growth habit of plant material overgrowing the
confines of the planting bed.

7. Designing a landscape for a site:
It is important for the designer to take all of
these conditions into consideration. Many
plants can adapt to more than one of the con
ditions, which may allow the designer to work
with the same plant groups on different parts
of the site. This will give the total landscape a
feeling of unity.
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8. Vast and ever-changing selection of plant
material for our area:
The plant industry is still discovering and
developing new plants, and as they introduce
them to the nurseries they then become avail
able to the public. This information is avail
able through your local nurseries and land
scape professionals. Lists of native plant
material can be obtained through your MSU
Extension office and Soil and Water
Conservation District Office.

The following is a partial list of native plant material
that can be used in preference to exotic species in
the locations that are visible from major roadways,
buffer zones, green belts, or in areas where a rural
landscape appearance is important. This list is not
intended as a guideline for residential or foundation
plantings or for urban situations.

Pinus strobus
Salix nigra
Tsuga canadensis

White Pine
Black Willow
Eastern Hemlock

Small trees
Cornus alternifolia
Crataegus punctata
Sorbus americana
Thuja occidentalis

Pagoda Dogwood
Dotted Hawthorn
Showy Mountainash
Arborvitae

Large shrubs
Aronia arbutifolia (S)
Cornus racemosa
Cornus sericea
Hamamelis virginiana
Ilex verticillata (S)
Vaccinium corymbosum (S)
Viburnum trilobum

Red Chokeberry
Gray Dogwood
Redosier Dogwood
Common Witchhazel
Winterberry, Michigan
Holly
Highbush Blueberry
American Cranberrybush Viburnum

Small shrubs
(S) = Salt tolerant

WET TO MEDIUM MOISTURE SITES
Large trees
Abies balsamea
Acer rubrum
Betula nigra
Fraxinus pennsylvanica (S)
Larix laricina(S)
Picea glauca
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Balsam Fir
Red Maple
River Birch
Green Ash
Eastern Larch
White Spruce

Aronia melanocarpa(S)
Comptonia peregrina (S)
Diervilla lonicera
Juniperus communis
Juniperus horizontalis
Rhus aromatica

Black Chokeberry
Sweetfern
Dwarf Bushhoneysuckle
Common Juniper
Creeping Juniper
Fragrant Sumac
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RETENTION/DETENTION AREAS

Large Shrubs

Stormwater retention and detention areas, when
properly designed and planted, can be an asset to a
site, rather than a utilitarian afterthought. Plants
must be carefully selected to withstand the variable
and sometimes difficult conditions of these areas.
Following is a partial list of plants recommended for
planting in stormwater retention and detention
areas, based on the type of soil present. Some of
these plants may also be appropriate for shoreline
areas along lakes and streams. Consult a landscape
professional for specific recommendations of plants
for a specific site.

Aronia arbutifolia
Cornus racemosa
Cornus sericea
Myrica pennsylvanica
Sambucus canadensis
Viburnum dentatum

Red Chokeberry
Gray Dogwood
Red-Osier Dogwood
Northern Bayberry
American Elder
Arrowwood Viburnum

Small Shrubs
Aronia melanocarpa
Ribes alpinum
Salix cotteti

Black Chokeberry
Alpine Currant
Bankers Dwarf Willow

Groundcover & Herbaceous Plants

DRY. SANDY SITES
These areas are characterized by lighter textured
soils (sands and gravels) that drain quickly and only
hold water for short periods of time, if at all. Plants
for these areas must be able to withstand both wet
and dry conditions.

Large Trees
Acer rubrum
Betula nigra
Fraxinus americana
Larix laricina

Red Maple
River Birch
White Ash
Eastern Larch

Aster novae-angliae
Carex stipata
Eupatorium dubium
Osmunda regalis
Panicum virgatum

CLAY-SOIL SITES
These areas are characterized by heavy textured
soils that hold water for longer periods of time and
may remain saturated most of the time. Plants for
these areas must be able to tolerate standing water
and saturated soil conditions.

Small Trees

Large Trees

Cornus alternifolia
Thuja occidentalis

Acer rubrum
Betula nigra
Larix laricina
Quercus bicolor
Salix species

Pagoda Dogwood
Northern White Cedar,
Arborvitae
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New England Aster
Awl-fruited sedge
Joe-Pye Weed
Royal Fern
Switchgrass

Red Maple
River Birch
Eastern Larch
Swamp White Oak
Willows
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SNOW STORAGE CONSIDERATIONS

Small Trees
Alnus rugosa
Thuja occidentalis

Hazel Alder, Speckled
Alder
Northern White Cedar,
Arborvitae

If the retention/detention area is to be used for
snow storage in the winter, plants must be chosen
that are sturdy enough to withstand having snow
dumped on them, or that die back in the winter and
come up again in spring.

Large Shrubs
Aronia arbutifolia
Cornus racemosa
Cornus sericea
Ilex verticillata
Physocarpus opulifolius
Sambucus canadensis

Red Chokeberry
Gray Dogwood
Red-Osier Dogwood
Winterberry, Michigan
Holly
Common Ninebark
American Elder

Small Shrubs
Aronia melanocarpa
Clethra alnifolia
Ribes alpinum

Black Chokeberry
Summersweet
Alpine Currant

Groundcover & Herbaceous Plants
Aster nova-angliae
Carex stipata
Iris versicolor
Lobelia cardinalis
Scirpus pungens

New England Aster
Awl-fruited Sedge
Blue Flag Iris
Cardinal Flower
Common Three
Square

HIGH WATER TABLE
Even in areas of sandy soils, a high water table can
cause the soil to remain saturated for long periods of
time and necessitate the use of those plants that
can tolerate such conditions.
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RETENTION/DETENTION AREAS

Large Shrubs

Stormwater retention and detention areas, when
properly designed and planted, can be an asset to a
site, rather than a utilitarian afterthought. Plants
must be carefully selected to withstand the variable
and sometimes difficult conditions of these areas.
Following is a partial list of plants recommended for
planting in stormwater retention and detention
areas, based on the type of soil present. Some of
these plants may also be appropriate for shoreline
areas along lakes and streams. Consult a landscape
professional for specific recommendations of plants
for a specific site.

Aronia arbutifolia
Cornus racemosa
Cornus sericea
Myrica pennsylvanica
Sambucus canadensis
Viburnum dentatum

Red Chokeberry
Gray Dogwood
Red-Osier Dogwood
Northern Bayberry
American Elder
Arrowwood Viburnum

Small Shrubs
Aronia melanocarpa
Ribes alpinum
Salix cotteti

Black Chokeberry
Alpine Currant
Bankers Dwarf Willow

Groundcover & Herbaceous Plants

DRY. SANDY SITES
These areas are characterized by lighter textured
soils (sands and gravels) that drain quickly and only
hold water for short periods of time, if at all. Plants
for these areas must be able to withstand both wet
and dry conditions.

Large Trees
Acer rubrum
Betula nigra
Fraxinus americana
Larix laricina

Red Maple
River Birch
White Ash
Eastern Larch

Aster novae-angliae
Carex stipata
Eupatorium dubium
Osmunda regalis
Panicum virgatum

CLAY-SOIL SITES
These areas are characterized by heavy textured
soils that hold water for longer periods of time and
may remain saturated most of the time. Plants for
these areas must be able to tolerate standing water
and saturated soil conditions.

Small Trees

Large Trees

Cornus alternifolia
Thuja occidentalis

Acer rubrum
Betula nigra
Larix laricina
Quercus bicolor
Salix species

Pagoda Dogwood
Northern White Cedar,
Arborvitae
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New England Aster
Awl-fruited sedge
Joe-Pye Weed
Royal Fern
Switchgrass

Red Maple
River Birch
Eastern Larch
Swamp White Oak
Willows
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SNOW STORAGE CONSIDERATIONS

Small Trees
Alnus rugosa
Thuja occidentalis

Hazel Alder, Speckled
Alder
Northern White Cedar,
Arborvitae

If the retention/detention area is to be used for
snow storage in the winter, plants must be chosen
that are sturdy enough to withstand having snow
dumped on them, or that die back in the winter and
come up again in spring.

Large Shrubs
Aronia arbutifolia
Cornus racemosa
Cornus sericea
Ilex verticillata
Physocarpus opulifolius
Sambucus canadensis

Red Chokeberry
Gray Dogwood
Red-Osier Dogwood
Winterberry, Michigan
Holly
Common Ninebark
American Elder

Small Shrubs
Aronia melanocarpa
Clethra alnifolia
Ribes alpinum

Black Chokeberry
Summersweet
Alpine Currant

Groundcover & Herbaceous Plants
Aster nova-angliae
Carex stipata
Iris versicolor
Lobelia cardinalis
Scirpus pungens

New England Aster
Awl-fruited Sedge
Blue Flag Iris
Cardinal Flower
Common Three
Square

HIGH WATER TABLE
Even in areas of sandy soils, a high water table can
cause the soil to remain saturated for long periods of
time and necessitate the use of those plants that
can tolerate such conditions.
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REFERENCES AND RESOURCES

Appendix c

The following agencies and organizations are included to assist readers seeking additional information and
assistance:

County Planning Departments
Antrim County
P.O. Box 187
Bellaire,MI 49615
(231) 533-6265
Benzie County Planning Commission
Government Center
P.O. Box 398
Beulah, MI 49617
(231) 882-9671
Grand Traverse County Planning Department
400 Boardman Avenue
P.O. Box 552
Traverse City, MI 49685
(231) 922-4676
Leelanau County Planning Department
P.O. Box 546
Leland, MI 49654
(231) 256-8912
Northwest Michigan Council of Governments
3668 U.S. 31 South
P.O. Box 506
Traverse City, MI 49685](231) 947-4780
Northeast Regional Planning Commission
(Antrim, Charlevoix, Cheboygan, Emmet Counties)
(517) 732-3551
Northwest Regional Planning Commission
(Grand Traverse, Leelanau, Benzie Counties)
(231) 929-5000
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Conservation Resource Alliance
10850 Traverse Highway
Suite 2204
Traverse City, MI 49684
(231) 929-9396

Health Departments
Benzie and Leelanau Counties Health Department
Environmental Health Office
7401 East Duck Lake Road
Lake Leelanau, MI 49653
(231) 256-0200
Charlevoix, Antrim, and Emmet Counties Health Department
District 3
Environmental Health Office
220 West Garfield
Charlevoix, MI 49720
(231) 547-6523
Grand Traverse County Health Department
2325 Garfield Road
Traverse City, MI 49686
(231) 922-4831
Kalkaska County Health Department
509 North Birch Road
Kalkaska, MI 49646
(231) 258-8669
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Soil Conservation Offices

Cooperative Extensions

U.S. Soil Conservation Office
(Manistee and Benzie counties)
8840 Chippewa Highway
Bear Lake, MI 49614
(231) 889-9666

Antrim County Cooperative Extension Service
County Building
P.O. Box 427
Bellaire, MI 49615
(231) 533-8607

U.S. Soil Conservation Office
(Antrim and Kalkaska Counties)
Bellaire SCS Field Office
Depot Street, Complex 2
P.O. Box 312
Bellaire, MI 49615-0312
(231) 533-8709

Benzie County Cooperative Extension Service
Governmental Center
P.O. Box 307
Beulah, MI 49617
(231) 882-9671

U.S. Soil Conservation Office
(Leelanau County)
Lake Leelanau SCS Field Office
Bunek Building
Old M-204
P.O. Box 205
Lake Leelanau, MI 49653-0205
(231) 256-9783
U.S. Soil Conservation Office
(Grand Traverse County)
Traverse City SCS Field Office
1222 Rennie Street
Traverse City, MI 49684-4454
(231) 861-4967

Grand Traverse County Cooperative Extension Service
Governmental Center
400 Boardman Avenue
P.O. Box 552
Traverse City, MI 49685
(231) 922-4620
Kalkaska County Cooperative Extension Service
Governmental Center
605 North Birch Street
Kalkaska, MI 49646
(231) 258-5074
Leelanau County Cooperative Extension Service
Route #1
116 Phillips
Lake Leelanau, MI 49653
(231) 256-9888

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service
(Traverse City Area)
3191 Logan Valley Road
Traverse City, MI 49684-4772
(231) 946-6811
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Michigan Department of Natural Resources
District 5 Field Office (Antrim County)
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
1732 West M-32
P.O. Box 667
Gaylord, MI 49735
(517) 732-3541
District 6 Field Office (Grand Traverse, Leelanau, and Benzie
Counties)
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
8015 Mackinaw Trail
Cadillac, MI 49601
(231) 775-9727
District 7 Field Office (Kalkaska County)
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
191 South Mt. Tom Road
P.O. Box 939
Mio, MI 49647
(517) 827-3211
Traverse City Field Office
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
970 Emerson Road
Traverse City, MI 49686
(231) 922-5280

Other Federal Agencies
Michigan Sea Grant Program
Grand Traverse County Extension Office (serving Northwest
Michigan)
2200 Dendrinos Drive
Suite 7
Traverse City, MI 49684
(231) 922-4636
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Michigan Ecological Services Office
1405 South Harrison Road
Room 302
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 337-6650
U.S. Army Corps Engineering District Detroit
c/o Mr. Gary Mannesto
NCECO-L
P.O. Box 1027
Detroit, MI 48231-1027
(313) 226-2432
U.S. National Park Service
Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore Headquarters
Empire, MI 49630
(231) 326-5134
United States Geological Survey
(800) 627-0039
www.usgs.gov/
Michigan USGS Water Resources Division
(517) 887-8903
www.m i.water.u sgs.gov /
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
Michigan State Office
3001 Coolidge Road
Suite 250
East Lansing, MI 48823-6123
(517) 324-5266
USDA Farm Service Agency
Michigan State Office
(517) 342-5110
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Environmental Groups
Boardman River Advisory Council
Traverse Bay Regional Planning Commission
Courthouse
328 Washington Street
Traverse City, MI 49684
Jordan River Watershed Council
P.O. Box 1
East Jordan, MI 49727
Michigan Lakes and Streams Association
11262 Oak Avenue
Three Rivers, MI 49093
(616) 244-5336
Northern Michigan Environmental Action Council
232 East Front Street
P.O.Box 1166
Traverse City, MI 49304
Pine River Association
3262 Sleights Road
Traverse City, MI 49684
Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council
(Antrim, Charlevoix, Cheboygan, and Emmet Counties)
P.O. Box 300
conway, MI 48722
(231) 347-1181

Land Trusts and Conservancies
Grand Traverse Region Land Conservancy
c/o Rotary Charities
Lake States Building
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Suite 290
Traverse City, MI 49684
(231) 941-4010
Grass River Natural Area
P.O. Box 231
Bellaire, MI 49615
(231) 533-8314
Leelanau Conservancy
105 North First Street
P.O. Box 1007
Leeland, MI 49654
(231) 256-9665
Old Mission Conservancy
18654 Center Road
Traverse City, MI 49686
(231) 223-4491

National Organizations
The Nature Conservancy
Michigan Field Office
2840 East Grand River
Suite 5
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 322-1741
American Farmland trust
National Headquarters
1920 North Street, N.W.
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 659-5170
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American Farmland Trust
Midwest Regional Office
407 South Dearborn Street
suite 1550
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 337-6778
Land Trust Exchange
1017 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 427-2943
The Trust for Public Land
Midwest Office
401 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 241-7630
Land Trust Alliance
900 17th Street, N.W.
Suite 410
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 785-1410

Other Organizations
New Designs for Growth
P.O. Box 5316
Traverse City, MI 49696
(231) 947-7566
Land Information Access Association
322 Munson Avenue
Traverse City, MI 49686
Institute of Water Research
115 Manly Miles Building
1405 South Harrison road
East Lansing, MI 48823-3742
(517)353-3742
www.iwr.msu.edu
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REGULATORY/NONREGULATORY TOOLS

Appendix D

Regulatory Tools
Following is a brief listing of some of the tools mentioned in the "Land Use Patterns for Future Growth" chap
ter. These tools are for implementing both compact and conservation development practices.
Other sources for information or help on the writing of ordinances may be found through many sources
including planning publications such as the Planning and Zoning News, and by hiring professional planners
and planning companies. The sampling of regulatory ordinances that accompanied the first edition of the
guidebook in 1992 are still available on diskette and can be ordered through New Designs for Growth, a sub
committee of the Traverse City Area Chamber of Commerce. The important aspect to remember is that an ordi
nance drafted specifically for another municipality or a generic sample ordinance, is not appropriate for every
community. The ordinance may need amending or a total revision, tailored to the needs of a community, to
put into reality the specifics of that particular community's master plan.

Mixed Use Zoning - Mixed use developments place residential, retail, recreation and sometimes
office and even manufacturing, all within walking distance of each other. Residents of these com
munities can ideally live, work, shop, be schooled, and play all within a unified neighborhood, and
without using their car. This type of development reduces infrastructure costs, reduces land con
sumption and protects natural resources.

Model Open Space Community District Ordinance - Rural townships, to counteract sprawl, pass
large lot residential zoning which tends to consume open spaces and change rural character to manmade lawns and home sites. As an alternative approach to conventional large lot rural development,
open space zoning promotes clustering housing development on one portion of a parcel while pre
serving the bulk of the parcel ( sometimes 50 % or more) in useable open space. By taking an inven
tory of existing open space, a community can establish a plan.
Village Center zoning: - Create planned, concentrated villages in location areas that are identified
as likely settlement spots (possibly labeled poor farmland in regional inventory), and linkable to exist
ing development. A village center should be a defined residential community built around a core with
parks, shops, offices, and schools within walking distance. It could specify characteristics such as
narrow streets, friendly to bikers, linked within a grid, public spaces, with density of housing higher
than in a typical suburb.
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Historic District Designation: - Communities with areas of historic importance should consider des
ignating them as historic districts under state law. It is also possible to have landscapes, including
rural landscapes, designated as historic districts. This will add an extra layer of protection to these
areas.

Downzoning - This is the reduction of density previously allowed. This is generally not popular with
landowners and may have limitations regarding the "taking" of "investment-based expectations. This
may be a way of preserving farmland from land division, but must be handled carefully.

Planned Unit Developments, Site Condominiums, Clustering, Special Use Permits: - These are
tools which allow landowners to build housing, streets, and residential amenities in close proximity.
Open space remains unfragmented and may be dedicated for agricultural, recreation, and / or nat
ural habitat. Depending on which tool is used, the open space may be held in joint ownership, in
common, or by a sole proprietor. An advantage of this sort of land division layout is that infrastruc
ture ( i.e. Roads, water, sewer, utilities) does not need to be extended a great distance, so develop
ment costs are decreased. PUD arrangements with local governments can help make specific sites
work for specific uses, even if they do not meet the “letter” of the ordinance. PUD’s should be encour
aged even for smaller urban sites. They promote an atmosphere of openness and cooperation
between property owners,designers, governing boards, and neighbors.

Incentives: - Communities must decide for themselves if developer incentives are needed to achieve
their goals. Incentives might include a streamlined review process, infrastructure subsidies, tax cred
its, tax increment financing, or bonus densities. This kind of approach can be more strongly and
effectively encouraged through updated zoning provisions such as those that offer a combination of
density bonuses for sensitive land-conserving layouts and also density disincentives to discourage
conventional land-consuming layouts. Some type of incentive could also be provided for energy con
servation improvements or decreased toxicity.

Access Management:- This is a mechanism to limit the number of multiple points of ingress and
egress on a roadway to improve traffic flow and safety. Service drives, shared driveways or distance
required between access points on a rural highway are methods of access management.
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Nonregulatory Tools
There are a variety of tools of a non-regulatory nature that can help implement the goals of a community that
involve a number of options such as conservation easements. Many of these tools require the cooperation and
involvement of concerned citizens, as well as, elected officials to be accomplished. The business community
should be involved in brownfields and downtown revitalization, support for infrastructure improvements, and
conservation planning. To be used effectively, some techniques involve ongoing education and reinforcement
to help planners and local board and commission members ( because of high turn-over rate), resource man
agers and developers ( both local and from out of the area) to make better, more informed decisions regarding
land use.

Donation of Development Rights (i.e., To Conservancy): - A conservation easement is a legal
agreement a property owner makes to restrict the type and amount of development that may take
place on his or her property. People grant conservation easements to protect their land or historic
buildings from development while retaining private ownership.

Fee Simple Purchases with Deed Restrictions: - This tool is a restriction on the use of land usu
ally set forth in the deed. Restrictive Covenants usually run with the land and are binding upon
subsequent owners of the property. However, some restrictive covenants run for specific periods of
time. Deed restrictions include private preserves such as estates, commons, churches, and camps;
public preserves include park lands, lake shores, forests, and natural areas that are owned by
Federal, State, Local Government, or Non-Profits.

Purchase of the land outright: - A local government or an organization can purchase threatened
or environmentally-sensitive property outright. Sometimes it is done through a nomination process
with entities, such as the Michigan Natural Resource Trust Fund. (There is a local portion needed.)

Conservation Buyer: - This an individual (or it could be a group) who buys already protected prop
erty or buys land with the intent of protecting it with a conservation easement, knowing that devel
opment is prohibited or limited.

Brownfield Redevelopment: - Brownfield redevelopment is available to all communities to redevel
op contaminated sites. Contaminated land is usually located in long-developed waterfront or down
town areas and has great potential for reuse because of the location. Through initiatives like the
Site Assessment Program, Site Reclamation Program, the Clean Michigan Initiative and the
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Brownfield Redevelopment Act, municipalities are allowed to capture state and local property taxes
in order to conduct response activities at sites of suspected environmental contamination. These
statutes provide only the minimum required "clean up" and local governments can require a more
thorough job, they just cannot require less.

Adaptive Reuse: - Older buildings or sites sometimes remain idle for years because their original
function is obsolete. If renovations are not cost effective for the same use, some flexibility in
allowed use may be needed to stimulate reinvestment. This may require revision in zoning to allow
a mix of uses in multiple-story buildings where appropriate. (Under the Clean Michigan Initiative,
core cities may apply for grants for adaptive reuse of a blighted building or site even if there is no
environmental contamination).

City / suburban Infill: - Businesses are recognizing that there are economic advantages of redevel
oping in areas with established infrastructure rather than building the new infrastructure required
to develop in greenbelts. Higher density infill development and mixed use development are built on
free standing open lots within a community or on excess space on odd-shaped parcels in built
areas. Communities may need to establish flexibility in zoning standards for setbacks or side yard
requirements to encourage infill cluster development.
Downtown Development Authority: - A DDA is a public/private entity devised to plan and
finance revitalization and redevelopment of a central business district. It most often finances infra
structure and public facility improvements, i.e. streetscape improvements. A DDA should be
encouraged to work on infill and reuse of derelict properties.

Capital Improvements Program: - CIP is a management tool used in conjunction with the master
plan to establish a schedule or program for capital improvements, over and above operating
expenses, to be done in a community according to a priority sequence. With this tool in place, a
community can control the direction and pace of development by phasing of land development with
associated infrastructure. These facilities can include sanitary and storm sewers, water lines and
roads.

Tax Increment Financing: - Tax increment financing is a method of raising funds to cover public
costs associated with commercial or industrial development practices. Capital public improvements
can be financed on a pay as you go basis or through the issuance of tax increment bonds. The
financing is initiated by the local government freezing the tax base within a specific district and
then using the additional tax revenues generated by new development or reassessment to finance
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the improvements within the district.

Urban Service Area: - This is a technique that communities can use to either direct new develop
ment to areas where facilities and services already exist or to phase in the location, timing and
extent of development in designated geographic areas for the future. This approach is a more effi
cient use of infrastructure, but it also discourages premature development in areas not having ade
quate services.

PA 116: - Created under the Farmland and Open Space Act ( Public Act 116) of 1974, this tool pro
vides a tax credit to the landowner in exchange for voluntarily signing an agreement not to build
houses on the land for 10 years or more. The program offers more flexibility to the farmers than
the standard PDR programs because farmers can opt out at the expiration of their agreement.
Multi-modal Transportation Plan: - The community may promote alternate forms of transporta
tion and intermodal points ( where several modes intersect) to relieve congestion, such as road
shoulders for biking, commuter lots for ride sharing, and a mid-town depot for bus transportation.
Part of this plan could concentrate on harbors, preservation of water access through road ends,
and the protection of rural roads to be maintained for scenic and emergency access.

Watershed Management Plan: - To protect water quality, a community or adjoining communities
that share a common watershed can develop a management plan for new development or for reme
dial action plans, possibly using grants from the Clean Michigan Initiative. Some types of remedial
action are correction of illicit connections, identifying failed on-site septic systems or locating and
plugging abandoned wells.

Cost/Benefit Analysis: - Communities can conduct studies to determine and compare the true fis
cal impacts of proposed development as it compares to anticipated tax revenue. They can also con
duct studies to determine what savings would occur with more compact development.

Contractual Annexation:- Public Act 425 enacted in 1984 allows a municipality to contract with
another municipality for up to 50 years by entering into a service/tax arrangement where tax rev
enues can be shared as well as services.

Concurrency: - Concurrency is a 'pay as you grow' approach which ensures that public facilities
and services are available concurrent with development. In other words, new development is
approved only when public services are adequate to service it.
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Community Workshops:- In order to broaden the civic discussion about growth goals and land use
planning, workshops or study sessions involving the stakeholders in the community, including
public and private sectors, should be held, especially when in the process of establishing a compre
hensive plan and supporting ordinances. It would be beneficial to hold and underwrite joint educa
tional seminars with nearby communities to continue interest and expansion of knowledge of any
new tools to help in managed growth. Specialists can be brought in as speakers to stimulate inno
vative tools that are utilized successfully elsewhere.
Use of other sources, agencies, technology: - Included in the Appendix is a listing of area agen
cies, organizations and groups that can be called upon to help with the planning needs of a com
munity. Besides agencies such as Watershed Initiatives, Extension Services, Northwest Michigan
Council of Government, etcetera, a community's local Chamber of Commerce, or local or county
Economic Development Corporation are a good source for support. Computerized mapping pro
grams, videos, pictures, orthophotos for integrating existing digital mapping layers, Internet web
sites, GIS training and CD-ROMs are available to communities via many sources. For instance,
The Smart Growth Program at Michigan State University, offers a geographic- based software called
'Smart Places' which assists communities in assessing sites for redevelopment or alternate innova
tive land use design. It is easy to use, and scaleable to both large, regional and small, local areas.
The Conservation Resource Alliance and the Northwest Michigan Council of Governments have Wild
Link or Greenways Plans to connect and link green areas for wild life corridors and potential inter
connecting trail way s.

Michigan State University Extension Continuing Education: - The extension offices in
Northwest Michigan are offering, through outreach education and training, a course on planning.
It is geared for those serving on planning commissions or those interested in the planning process.

Voluntary Cooperation of Landowners in Fulfilling Guidebook goals: - If the stakeholders in the
community ( including the large tract landowners, developers, realtors, builders, and business lead
ers) voluntarily try to meet the design guidelines proposed in this text, as well as, the long range
goals outlined in the local comprehensive plans for the location, rate and timing of desired growth,
it will mitigate and minimize negative effects and preserve community character.

Site Review Process: - A developer may be encouraged or required to submit a site plan for review
to a board comprised of peer volunteers (could be fellow developers, site designers, architects, etc.)
familiar or associated with the design elements within the guidebook. This group can offer sugges
tions for improvements or recommendations for changes to ensure compliance to guidebook princiGRAND TRAVERSE BAY REGION DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
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pies. This advisory mechanism, to measure and advise developers on projects, may help to expe
dite the review process. The Traverse City Area Chamber of Commerce has such a committee that
meets upon request to review site designs, generally of large scope, in the interest of implementing
guidebook goals.

New Designs for Growth: - This is a program of the Traverse Area Chamber of Commerce that
partners with business, local governments, developers and property owners, citizen groups, land
conservancies, etcetera to implement the principles of the guidebook. This is done through educa
tional workshops, model projects, peer site review, direct service grants, school curriculum develop
ment, and getting opposing sides to the table. A similar group could be started in other jurisdic
tions or outside of the five-county bay area.
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